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RECEPTION
Measuring Success: International Comparisons and Bottom Lines began with a

reception held at the Hyatt Regency Hotel the evening of June 2, 2005. Delegates were
invited to register for the workshop and to meet fellow delegates and the WWestnet
members. The evening was planned to provide a casual setting for networking and idea
exchange.
The evening was generously sponsored by; Bow Valley College and the Standard Aero
Corporate University. Rob Despins, business co-chair of WWestnet and General Manager of
the Standard Aero Corporate University, welcomed delegates to the reception on behalf of
both Standard Aero and WWestnet. Rob explained that, for Standard Aero, it is important for
company employees to have literacy and essential skill levels that allow them to be full
participants in the workplace. Rob then introduced Conrad Murphy, Director of the TOWES
department at Bow Valley College who welcomed delegates on behalf Bow Valley. Conrad
explained that he was a founding member of WWestnet, although he is no longer a committee
member and that Bow Valley has been a generous supporter of WWestnet over the years
because the College believes the group’s efforts to raise awareness and provide learning
opportunities around essential skills are valuable contributions to the effort to increase the
essential skills levels of Canadians.
Bow Valley College

Bow Valley College is a public, board-governed, multi-campus college mandated to create
access for adult learners to comprehensive, innovative workforce preparation and
development programs and services. Contract training, applied research, and consultancy
services responsive to the changing needs of the workforce complement the career, academic
preparation, and language and literacy development offerings of Bow Valley College.
Bow Valley has played a pivotal role in the development of essential skills tools and resources
for several years, most notably through the creation of the Test of Workplace Essential Skills
(TOWES), developed in partnership with SkillPlan in BC and more recently, in the expansion of
TOWES related projects and curriculum such as a French language version of TOWES and a
tool for online learning around essential skills.

Standard Aero Corporate University
Standard Aero, a worldwide leader in commercial aviation industry maintenance, repair and
overhaul (MRO) services, has developed a unique cellular redesign process which provides a
dramatic step change in the performance of MRO operations. The process:
• Focuses directly on customer's needs and expectations.
• Centers on value-added activities.
• Delivers high quality products and services.
• Engages universal participation of employees, customers and suppliers.
• Embraces all activities as processes that can be continuously improved.
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WELCOME…
On June 3, 2005, Sue Turner, on behalf of the Western Canada Workplace Essential Skills
Training Network (WWestnet), welcomed delegates to Measuring Success: International
Comparisons and Bottom Lines. Sue explained that the conference sessions would feature
the preliminary findings of the International Adult Literacy and Skills Survey (IALSS) and
would also review the findings of the first International Adult Literacy Survey (IALS) and the
Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) 2003.
Sue reviewed the topics that would be featured in the course of the day:
♦ IALSS, IALS, PISA 2003
♦ business, labour and government responses to the survey results
♦ IALSS questions, a close look at some questions of the type used in the
IALSS and an explanation of how levels of difficulty are determined
♦ why workers sometimes lose skills in the workplace and how job design can
help to counteract this skill loss
♦ issues, challenges and needs identified by delegates in response to the
IALSS results
♦ an end of day keynote address by Brigid Hayes Director, Labour the
Canadian Labour and Business Centre
Sue explained that it was WWestnet’s intention to have delegates leave the conference with
an awareness of what the IALSS results mean for Canadians at home and at work and with
some understanding of what is needed to encourage positive action in their individual
domains.
Sue thanked the presenters for taking time from their demanding schedules to contribute to
the event and she acknowledged the National Literacy Secretariat (Human Resources Skills
Development Canada) for its ongoing support and financial contribution.
Sue then introduced Linda Coyle, Vice President Emeritus, Kwantlen College who was to be
the conference moderator.
Ms. Coyle greeted the delegates, outlined the conference goals and objectives and explained
the timetable for the day. Her excellent facilitation and organizational skills ensured that the
sessions were on time and speakers’ efforts were honoured.
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CONFERENCE RATIONALE
In 1996, WWestnet held its first major conference. A two-part event, consisting of a
September session for practitioners and a November session for key policy and decision
makers – representatives from business, labour, education and government, the purpose of
both parts was to familiarize delegates with the results of the International Adult Literacy
Survey (IALS), to explore the implications of the findings, and to encourage delegates to share
what they learned with relevant networks. Participants were encouraged to consider ideas that
could potentially impact policies and decisions addressing workplace literacy awareness and
programming in Canada. Both events were well attended, and several of the participants went
on to advocate for programming and awareness among their constituents.
In the intervening years, WWestnet has hosted nine more conferences and symposia for a
variety of western and northern Canadian audiences, all focussed in one way or another on
raising awareness and encouraging forward movement on issues related to literacy and
essential skills. It was appropriate then that this tenth event, Measuring Success: International
Comparisons and Bottom Lines, should again put the focus on the international picture,
investigate how that picture compares to 1996 and promote discussion of the implications of
the comparison results for northern and western Canadians.
When the first set of IALS findings was released in the mid-1990s, Canadians were caught off
guard by the lower than expected results. Canada responded by implementing measures it
was hoped would help to develop the essential skills of Canadians, to better prepare them for
the demands of the knowledge economy. Now, in 2005, the preliminary results of the
International Adult Literacy and Skills Survey provide an indication of how successful those
efforts have been.
The skills shortage taking its toll in several major industries means that business and labour,
more than ever before, are receptive to data that can result in a more effective allocation of
training dollars and better management of human potential. This is especially true for
industries hoping for success in the global economy and expressing concern about skill
barriers to economic growth, increased production, and technological innovation. Measuring
Success aimed to expand the dialogue on these issues by presenting IALSS findings and
asking recognized experts to draw some conclusions about what international comparative
data say about bottom lines.

Measuring Success was also designed to provide detailed comparative data to northern and

western Canadian business, labour and training groups so they can make better informed
decisions about training needs. In order to be well-positioned to formulate effective training
project ideas for the future, these groups need to better understand their organizations’ future
skill requirements. The inclusion of a “Next Steps” component in the program facilitated
reflection and discussion around specific issues raised and encouraged discussion of current
and anticipated essential skills issues.
Specifically the “Next Steps” component asked delegates to respond to three questions:
1. Given what you have heard today, what are the major implications for your domain?
2. What are the policy and program implications for your domain?
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3. The information you received today has, hopefully, increased your awareness of the
link between workplace literacy and essential skills and the economy. What do you
need next, to be able to move from awareness to action?
Delegate responses were recorded collated and sent to delegates, via e-mail, immediately
following the event. The responses are also included in this report.
Examination of the PISA study and the IALSS results in the same conference, gave delegates
a broader view of skills proficiency in Canada and internationally, encouraging the view of
essential skills development as a continuum and the understanding that workplaces are not
isolated from the skills development that occurs in school, in the community, and in everyday
life. Both studies also emphasize the importance of problem-solving and critical thinking,
which added another dimension to the essential skills discussion.
Overall, Measuring Success: International Comparisons and Bottom Lines sought to:

♦

provide delegates with insight into how successful Canada’s response
has been to the results of the first IALS

♦

provide delegates with information regarding how proficient Canadians
are in IALSS and PISA assessed domains compared to citizens of other
industrialized and trading partner nations

♦

provide delegates with insight into how the IALSS results are viewed by
business, labour and government

♦
♦

allow delegates to experience IALSS type questions

♦

leave delegates with thoughts and ideas around how the information
presented in IALSS and PISA can be used to strengthen Canadian
workplaces by influencing training, human resource practices and
government policy.

present information and generate discussion around the role of job
design in workers’ skill development and retention
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WWESTNET – A BACKGOUNDER
In November 1993, representatives from western Canadian business, labour, education and
government met to discuss their experiences and concerns regarding Workplace Essential
Skills development in western Canada. They discovered that having the opportunity to learn
from each other was extremely valuable. As a result, this small group made a commitment to
explore the broader needs of western Canadian business and labour in terms of essential skills
training, and to become a catalyst for change.
WWestnet (the Western Canada Workplace Essential Skills Training Network) has remained a
multi-sectoral group of western Canadian volunteers who recognize that all sectors must share
the responsibility for building a workforce with the necessary knowledge, skills and abilities to
keep pace with change.

Measuring Success was the tenth of WWestnet’s very successful Workplace Essential Skills

conferences and workshops. In addition to conferences and workshops, WWestnet publishes a
newsletter, “the bottom line”, recognizes champions of workplace literacy, supports the
development of workplace practitioner training, promotes research addressing the issues, and
uses its network to communicate information about Workplace Essential Skills initiatives.

WWestnet Committee Members:
Rob Despins

Standard Aero

Naomi Frankel

American Federation of Musicians

Herman Hansen

Boeing Canada Technology (MB)

Greg Maruca

AB Union of Provincial Employees

Bob McConkey

Douglas College

Irma Mohammed

BC Federation of Labour

Jonas Sammons

MacSam International Ltd.

Nancy Steel

Bow Valley College

Sue Turner

BC Hydro Generation

THANK-YOU SO MUCH!!
WWestnet would like to thank all of its project sponsors for making the conference an enjoyable event.
Bow Valley College
(opening reception)
Standard Aero Corporate University
(opening reception)
The Alberta Union of Provincial Employees (refreshment break)
Boeing Canada Technology
(refreshment break)
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GREETINGS FROM:
HUMAN RESOURCES SKILLS DEVELOPMENT CANADA
Karen Jackson, Assistant Deputy Minister Human Resources Skills Development Canada
brought greetings on behalf of Secretary of State Claudette Bradshaw. Ms. Jackson conveyed
Minister Bradshaw’s regrets that she was unable to attend the conference.
Ms. Jackson’s comments were as follows:
Bonjour mesdames et messieurs. Il me fait plaisir d’être ici ce matin.
I would like to share with you some thoughts on adult literacy and essential skills from the
point of view of the federal department of Human Resources and Skills Development Canada.
First, may I take a moment to applaud the Western Canada Workplace Essential Skills Training
Network (WWestnet) for their diligent work in pulling together this conference. I know that
my department’s National Literacy Secretariat, has great admiration for the accomplishments
of WWestnet, and is pleased to play a supporting role in this conference. I am confident that
the discussions we will be having today will help illuminate the skills challenges facing the
Canadian workplace today. Not only from our perspective here at home, but in the broader
context of how we measure up in comparison to other industrial nations. This is vital
information because, as we all know, problems that cannot be measured are rarely solved.

The Challenge
Last month we gleaned some vital insights through the release of data from the international
Adult Literacy and Life Skills (ALL) Survey. The survey was entitled “Learning a Living,” a
phrase attributed to Canadian media guru Marshall McLuhan way back in 1957. It is an
acknowledgement that learning is not only the key to gainful employment; it is also
fundamental to lifelong success. Our conference today will probe the results of the survey,
and examine how we can work together to help Canadians strengthen their literacy and other
essential skills.
The truth is, we have little time to waste. The ALL survey, conducted by the OECD and the
Government of Canada, tells us that nearly 9 million working-age Canadians lack the literacy
skills necessary to survive and thrive in today’s knowledge-based economy. Worse, the report
indicates that these scores have not improved significantly since 1994, when the first
International Adult Literacy Survey was done.
In our discussions today, we may also find meaning in another recently released set of data –
the Program for International Student Assessment -- or PISA -- Framework. In 2003, this
OECD study measured the numeracy and problem-solving abilities of 15-year olds in
industrialized countries, including Canada. PISA 2003 is instructive because it tells us about
more than what students learn in school; it tells us the extent to which young people are
prepared for adult life, including the world of work.
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Context
This is all vital information for those of us dedicated to helping Canadians survive and thrive in
what we know is a fast-changing workplace. In this modern era of technology and
globalization, the days are long gone when learning was confined to the classroom and ended
at graduation.
Today we accept that learning is a lifelong endeavour. Throughout their working lives,
Canadians are wise to hone and sharpen their skills, so as to remain engaged and productive
members of the workforce. About a decade ago, Arthur Kroeger, the renowned Canadian
scholar, educator and public servant – including deputy minister of my department – noted
that: “If you think training won’t get you a job, try ignorance.”
Today we’re talking about skills other than technical skills; literacy in texts and documents,
numbers and computer technology. We’re talking about language, communication and
problem-solving abilities, basic job-readiness skills, and the capacity for teamwork and critical
thinking. These are the some of the learning and skills that are essential for the modern
workplace: Skills that enable people to reach their personal potential, that help our economy
remain competitive and prosperous.
Helping Canadians develop these skills and learning is the focus of everyone in this room. I
can assure you that the Government of Canada is grateful for your efforts. And we are proud
to be a partner in many of those endeavours.
Comprehensive strategy
The Government of Canada is working with the provinces and territories, employer groups,
labour and the non-profit sector to develop a comprehensive strategy to support learning,
literacy and essential skills development.
HRSDC’s National Literacy Secretariat invests nearly $30 million a year in collaborative efforts
to enhance literacy and other essential skills. For example, the Secretariat supported the
development of an assessment tool -- the Test of Workplace Essential Skills -- to measure
literacy and numeracy skills in the workplace.
Meanwhile, the Essential Skills and Workplace Literacy Initiative helps workers, employers and
literacy practitioners assess learning needs and develop tailored approaches to workplace
literacy and essential skills.
We also put in place the Aboriginal Human Resources Development Strategy and the
Aboriginal Skills and Employment Partnership to enhance the skills of Canada's Aboriginal
workforce.
Literacy projects
Last October, HRSDC announced funding of $23 million for 252 literacy projects in community,
family and workplace settings throughout Canada.
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Here in Alberta, the National Literacy Secretariat has been partnering with Bow Valley College
since the early 1990s. In an innovative Bow Valley program, adult students in Alberta and the
Northwest Territories learn English or French, general literacy and essential employability and
workplace skills – not in the isolation of a classroom, but on the job. Bow Valley has helped
people with diverse learning needs, be they Aboriginal Canadians, low-income Canadians,
refugees and new Canadians, as well as drop-outs from the regular school system.
Last March, Edmonton’s Centre for Family Literacy Society of Alberta received $30,000 from
the National Literacy Secretariat to raise awareness and expand its services. Family literacy
encourages reading at home so that children get an early chance at literacy.
Other federal departments are also helping Canadians develop the skills essential for modern
life. For example, Correctional Services Canada provides basic education for federal inmates
and helps them carry this learning back into the community upon their release. And
Citizenship and Immigration Canada works with service providers to give adult immigrants the
basic language training they need for the workplace. But our work is far from over.
Workplace Skills Strategy
If we accept the need for lifelong learning, it follows that the acquisition and development of
skills must continue on the job. That is why the Government of Canada is also developing a
Workplace Skills Strategy, aimed at ensuring that the Canadian workforce is highly skilled,
adaptable and resilient. By shaping a labour market that is flexible and efficient, the strategy
also responds to the needs of employers for productive, innovative and competitive
workplaces.
With these objectives in mind, Budget 2005 invested another $125 million over three years:
To strengthen apprenticeship programs in Canada;
To test new workplace skills development initiatives, and
To spur discussions on skills issues among business, labour and training leaders.
My department also focuses on workers with special challenges. The Youth Employment
Strategy helps young Canadians gain the skills, education and work experience needed for
jobs in today’s labour market. We also offer programs to help Aboriginal Canadians develop
skills and find job opportunities.
Partnerships
As a government, we are committed to maintaining and raising the skill levels of Canadians.
We see this as critical for two reasons:
to help individual Canadians find stable and well-paying work, improve their standard
of living and take an active part in society, and
to secure Canada’s economic competitiveness and prosperity, especially at a time
when other leading industrialized nations are investing heavily in the literacy and
essential skills of their citizens.
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But clearly, we cannot do it alone. We have worked, and will continue to work, with the
provinces and territories as well as stakeholders like you in the public, private, non-profit and
voluntary sectors, to further boost the literacy and essential skills of Canadians. Literacy and
essential skills are nurtured in families, in schools, in the workplace and in communities with
special recognition for the voluntary sector.
Conclusion
There was a time when energy and natural resources guaranteed a competitive advantage to
countries like Canada. But that is no longer the case. Globalization and new technologies have
brought about profound changes in the workplace and have heightened the demand for skilled
employees. Today, information and knowledge are the resources that fuel economies in an
intensely competitive world.
Unfortunately, it seems that too many Canadians still lack the essential skills needed to keep
up with the changing workplace. This limits their personal potential and their capacity to
participate fully in the workplace and society. It also slows Canada’s economic performance
and productivity.
There is no single solution to this challenge, but many. They are found within families, in
workplaces and communities across Canada. These solutions demand the motivation,
innovation and collaboration of many learning partners. A conference like this helps bring
these many groups and individuals together. It gives us an opportunity to examine the
challenges, to review our progress, and to focus on the task ahead.
Again, I want to thank the Western Canada Workplace Essential Skills Training Network for
seizing the initiative.
Merci de votre participation, et bonne conférence.
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SESSION 1:
IALSS, IALS and PISA
Presenter:

Scott Murray (Deputy Director International Statistics,
UNESCO)

Overview:
Scott presented an overview of the preliminary results of the International Adult Literacy
and Skills Survey (IALSS) known internationally as the Adult Literacy and Life Skills (ALL)
Survey. He also provided an analysis of how the IALSS results compare to the
International Adult Literacy Survey (IALS) findings of 10 years ago and the ramifications
of the comparison results for Canada. In addition he provided delegates with an
overview of the results of the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA)
2003.
Scott’s analysis focussed on four themes:
The reasons why public policy makers are concerned about skills, why there should be
an investment in skills development, the cost of not investing, and questions for policy
makers.
Why public policy makers care about skills in the first place.
They care for 4 reasons.
♦ First, the worry that the level and distribution of skill is insufficient to sustain maximum
rates of economic growth. Insufficient levels and distribution of skills affects economic
growth by impeding the rate of productivity growth and technological, process and
organizational innovation. Much of the policy rhetoric has focussed on the elite rocket
science end of the skill or human capital distribution. The ALL study allows one to explore
the growth impacts of the other end of the skill distribution – what average workers know
and can do.
♦ The second policy preoccupation has to do with policy makers desire to limit the degree
of social inequality in outcomes, particularly labour market outcomes. Large inequalities
are unfair and, at minimum, reduce incentives to work.
♦ The third concern has to do with a preoccupation with the quality of recent educational
output. Countries devote considerable public resources to financing education so it is
natural that the public be concerned about the return on their investment. Employers
have a vested interest in outgoing educational quality as this is how most of them satisfy
rising skill demands. These general concerns are amplified by the magnitude of intra and
inter-school variation in quality and by the increasing relative importance of human
capital to individual and aggregate economic success.
♦ The final preoccupation has to do with a more general concern, the cost of providing
public goods and services – most notably health and education. It is thought that higher
population skill levels might reduce overall levels of demand for these services and the
cost of delivery.
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Argument for Investment
♦ Skill demands are rising rapidly
♦ Traditional sources of new skill supply are not able to meet these demands: whilst the
quality of initial education is high by international standards the absolute number of
students is small – there are not enough young people no matter what their skill level to
change the overall skill supply.
♦ Recent secondary graduates are of variable quality. Depending on the province, between
25 and 40% of youth fail to meet BC’s graduation standards.
♦ Canada’s post-secondary education system adds considerably to the supply of essential
skills
♦ Rates of participation in adult learning are relatively low by international standards and
Canada’s immigrants do not have levels of essential skills commensurate with their
education levels
The Cost of inaction is high
♦ Markets for inputs such as capital, technology, high end human capital – have become
global so every firm can buy them at the same price. This fact makes human capital –
what the average worker knows and can do – relatively much more important
♦ Markets for goods and services have become global. This presents Canadian firms with
huge opportunity. Capitalizing on this opportunity requires high levels of essential skills.
♦ The multinationals that control much of the world’s economy face huge financial
incentives to move production to the lowest cost location
♦ The productivity gains associated with the diffusion of information and communication
technologies are needed to remain competitive. The rate at which these technologies can
be adopted will depend, in part, upon workers having the required levels of essential skills
♦ The global supply of essential skills is rising rapidly in response to educational investment
and reform in the developing world
The Policy Question
♦ Canada’s native born workforce possess a huge store of labour market skills
♦ Immigrants add their own education and experience
♦ Both groups include large numbers of individuals with lower levels of essential skills than
required
♦ The policy questions are:
o What proportion of Canada’s workers have the essential skill levels required to
compete in global markets?
o

Where jobs are lost to international competitors, do the laid off workers have
the essential skills required to get highly paid, stable employment?
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What We Know About Learning a Living:
Results of the Adult Literacy and Life Skills
(ALL), International Adult Literacy (IALS) and
PISA Surveys
T. Scott Murray, UNESCO Institute for
Statistics
A presentation to WWestNet’s Measuring Success:
International Comparisons and Bottom Lines
Hyatt Regency Hotel
Calgary, Alberta
June 2 - 3, 2005
Telephone: (514) 343-7841:
e-mail address: s.murray@uis.unesco.org
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Why we care about skills and learning:
Sources of policy interest
• Skills are important to several pressing policy issues;
concerns about skill barriers to economic growth,
productivity growth and rates of technological
innovation
concerns about the role of skill in creating social
inequity in economic outcomes
concerns about the quality of educational output
concerns about the efficiency and effectiveness of
investments in public goods and services
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A Framework for Thinking About Essential
Skills :Profiles of Skill Supply and Demand
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A Framework for Thinking About Essential Skills
:Profiles of Skill Supply and Demand
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A Framework
for Thinking about Essential Skills
Mechanisms

Changing
Skill Demands
• Tasks to be
accomplished/
imposed by
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•Changes
associated with
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• Reliance on practical and
crystallized cognitive tools
• Reliance on others
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Theoretical Framework:
A “Markets” Model of Skill
Skill Demand

Markets
for
skill:
•Education

Skill Supply = skill
stock + net skill flow
from learning: lifelong,
life-wide

•Labour
•Health
•Social

Outcomes
Context
• Economic
• Social
• Educational
• Health

MICRO
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MACRO

(Individuals)

(Social Institutions)

(Systems)

+ quality of early
childhood experience
+ quantity of primary
and secondary
education
+ quantity and quality
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+ quantity and quality
of
adult learning (formal,
non-formal, informal)
+/- immigration
+/- emmigration
- skill loss associated
with insufficient
demand
+/- social demand for
skill
+/- economic demand
for skill
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Outcomes associated with skill

Economic
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(individuals)
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• employability
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within families
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volunteering
• community
participation
• physical health
• mental health
• mortality
• morbidity

• institutional
efficiency
• insurance costs

• access
• persistence to
completion
• skill level

• inclusion
• average
• quality

• equity
• opportunity costs

Canada’s skills data systems
Demand for Essential Skills:
HRSDC’s ESRP
–
–
–
–
–
–

Reading Text
Document Use
Writing
Numeracy (Math)
Oral Communication
Thinking Skills, including:
· Problem Solving
· Decision Making
· Job Task Planning and Organizing
· Significant Use of Memory
· finding Information
– Working with Others
– Computer Use
– Continuous Learning
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Supply of Essential Skills:
Statistics Canada’s ALL survey
Prose literacy
Document literacy
Numeracy
Speaking and listening

Problem solving

Teamwork
ICTL
Adult education and training participation

IALS Coverage

Canada
U.S
Sweden
Poland
Swiss French

Swiss German
Ireland
France
Germany
Netherlands
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2IALS Coverage

Northern Ireland
England
Australia
New Zealand
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SIALS Coverage

Chile
Italy
Slovenia
Portugal
Swiss Italian
Hungary

Slide
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Czech Republic
Belgium Flanders
Denmark
Norway
Finland

ALL Coverage

Canada
U.S.
Italy
Nuevo Leon Mexico

Switzerland
Belgium Flanders
Norway
Bermuda
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ALL-2 Coverage

Netherlands
Czech Republic
Russia
Hongary
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South Korea
Australia
New Zealand

Skill and macro-economic outcomes:
GDP per capita and Literacy
A. Relationship between GDP per capita1 and per cent at prose literacy
Levels 1 and 2, population aged 16-65, 1994-1998

Slide
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Skill and macromacro-economic outcomes:
outcomes:
• Average skill levels explain over 55% of growth differences in
GDP per capita 1960-1995
• If past relationship holds a 1% rise in average literacy will
precipitate a 1.5% permanent increase in GDP per capita and
a 2.5% increase in labour productivity
• Differences in the % at level 4 and 5 do not translate into
growth differences
• Differences in the % at level 1 appear to retard growth and
result in large differences. Low skill seem to inhibit rates of
technical innovation and rate of adoption of more productive
work organization
• Skill increases lead growth
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Skill and macro-economic outcomes:
Labour volume by document literacy
Average annual hours worked per person in employment and mean literacy
proficiency, document scale, population aged 16-65,1994-1998

Source: International Adult Literacy Survey, 1994-1998.
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Multiple comparisons of skills proficiencies
Comparisons of countries based on average scores, populations aged 16 to 65, 2003
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t t t t
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Italy

No statistically significant* difference
from comparison country

Norway

h

t t t t t

Bermuda

Switzerland

Canada

Mean proficiency significantly*
higher than comparison country

Switzerland

Norway

COUNTRY
Italy

United States

Bermuda

Canada

Norway

Switzerland

D. Problem solving scale

t

Mean proficiency significantly*
lower than comparison country

Bermuda

Norway

t t t t

h

Canada

C. Numeracy scale

u

Canada

h t t t t

Bermuda

COUNTRY

Norway

COUNTRY
Italy

United States

Switzerland

Canada

Norway

COUNTRY

B. Document literacy scale

Bermuda

A. Prose literacy scale

t t t t

Norway
Switzerland

u

Canada

u u

Bermuda

u u h

t t t

Italy

u u u u

h t
t

Countries are ranked by mean proficiency across heading and down the rows. * Statistically significant at 0.05 level, adjusted for multiple comparisons.
Source: Adult Literacy and Life skills survey, 2003.
Note: Switzerland (Italian) and United States did not field the problem solving skills domain.
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Comparative distributions of skills scores
Mean scores with .95 confidence interval and scores at the 5th, 25th, 75th and 95th percentiles
on skills scales ranging from 0 to 500 points, populations aged 16 to 65, 2003
A. Prose literacy scale
Norway
Bermuda
Canada
Switzerland
United States
Italy
Nuevo Leon, Mexico
0
50
Scale scores

100
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300

350

400

450

500

350
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B. Document literacy scale
Norway
Canada
Bermuda
Switzerland
United States
Nuevo Leon, Mexico
Italy

Countries are ranked by mean scores.

0
50
Scale scores

100

150

200

250

300

Source: Adult Literacy and Life skills survey, 2003.
Note: Switzerland (Italian), the United States, and the province of Nuevo Leon in Mexico did not field the problem solving skills domain.
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Comparative distributions of skills scores
Mean scores with .95 confidence interval and scores at the 5th, 25th, 75th and 95th percentiles
on skills scales ranging from 0 to 500 points, populations aged 16 to 65, 2003
C. Numeracy scale
Switzerland
Norway
Canada
Bermuda
United States
Italy
0
50
Scale scores

100

150

200

250

300

350

400

450

500

D. Problem solving scale
Norway
Switzerland
Canada
Bermuda
Italy
0
50
Scale scores

Countries are ranked by mean scores.

100

150

200

250

300

350

400

450

500

Source: Adult Literacy and Life skills survey, 2003.
Note: Switzerland (Italian), the United States, and the province of Nuevo Leon in Mexico did not field the problem solving skills domain.
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Comparative distributions of skills levels
Per cent of populations aged 16 to 65 at each skills level, 2003
A. Prose literacy scale

Per cent
100
80
60
40
20
0
20
40
60
80
100
Norway

Bermuda

Level 2

Canada
Level 1

Switzerland United States

Italy

Level 3

Nuevo Leon,
Mexico

Norway

Level 4/5

Switzerland
Level 2

Norway

Canada
Level 1

Bermuda
Level 3

Canada

Switzerland

Level 1

United States

Italy

Level 3

Nuevo Leon,
Mexico
Level 4/5

D. Problem solving scale

Per cent
100
80
60
40
20
0
20
40
60
80
100

United States

Bermuda

Level 2

C. Numeracy scale

Per cent
100
80
60
40
20
0
20
40
60
80
100

B. Document literacy scale

Per cent
100
80
60
40
20
0
20
40
60
80
100

Italy

Norway

Level 4/5

Switzerland

Level 2

Canada
Level 1

Bermuda
Level 3

Italy
Level 4

Countries are ranked by the proportions in Levels 3 and 4/5.
Source: Adult Literacy and Life Skills Survey, 2003.
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Canadian literacy performance

Percent of Canadian population (16 to 65)
at each prose literacy level, in IALS and ALL
ALL

IALS
100%
22.30%

80%
60%

4.1 million 19.50%

36.4%

6.7 million

38.6%

24.80%

4.6 million

27.30%

16.60%

3.1 million

14.60%

4.2 million
8.2 million

40%
20%
0%

Total: 18.4 million

Level 1

*

Level 2

Level 3

5.8 million

3.1 million
Total: 21.4 million

Level 4/5

Differences at each level between IALS and ALL are not statistically significant
Source: ALL, 2003; IALS, 1994-1998
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International comparison

Three countries did not change their prose literacy
performance
ALL

300
295

• Similar trend also
observed for document
literacy
• Decline in U.S. and Italian
speaking Switzerland
• Improvement in German
speaking Switzerland

290

Norway

285

Canada

280
275

Switzerland (German)

270

United States

265

Switzerland (French)

260
255
255

Switzerland (Italian)

260

265

270

275

280

285

290

295

300

IALS
Source: ALL, 2003; IALS, 1994-1998
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Changes in distributions of skills scores
Mean scores with .95 confidence interval and scores at the 5th, 25th, 75th and 95th percentiles on
skills scales ranging from 0 to 500 points, populations aged 16 to 65, IALS 1994/1998 and ALL 2003

A. Prose literacy scale

B. Document literacy scale

Sources: Adult Literacy and Life Skills Survey, 2003.
International Adult Literacy Survey, 1994-1998.
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Equity and change in the social distribution of skill: Socio-economic gradients
for three cohorts of adults
Relationship between respondent’s prose literacy scores and parents’ education in years, populations
aged 16 to 25, 26 to 45 and 46 to 65, 2003
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Equity and change in the social distribution of skill: Socio-economic gradients
for three cohorts of adults
Relationship between respondent’s prose literacy scores and parents’ education in years, populations
aged 16 to 25, 26 to 45 and 46 to 65, 2003

Net skill gain and loss: Skills-age profiles controlling for educational attainment
Relationship between age and literacy scores on the document literacy scale,
with adjustment for level of education and language status, populations aged 16 to 65, 2003
Scale score

Level

325

3

300

275

2

250

225
1
200
10

20

30

40

50

60

70

Age
Canada
Bermuda

Sw itzerland
United States

Italy
Nuevo Leon Mexico

Norw ay

Source: Adult Literacy and Life Skills Survey, 2003.
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Net skill gain and loss: Prose
literacy by age by educational
attainment: Canada
360
Postsecondary graduates

340

All adults

320
Prose Literacy

WW

Non-postsecondary graduates

300
280
260
240
220
200
180
18

28

38

48

58

68

78

Age (years)
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Quality of skill flow from the initial education system: Canada rates near
the top of the world in reading literacy
Average reading score
375

425

475

95% Confidence interval

Average score

Mexico

Brazil

Source:
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Luxembourg

525

575

Alberta
Finland
British Columbia
Quebec
Canada
Ontario
Manitoba
Saskatchewan
New Zealand
Australia
Ireland
Korea
United Kingdom
Japan
Nova Scotia
Prince Edward Island
Newfoundland
Sweden
Austria
Belgium
Iceland
Norway
France
United States
New Brunswick
Denmark
Switzerland
Spain
Czech Republic
Italy
Germany
Liechtenstein
Hungary
Poland
Greece
Portugal
Russian Federation
Latvia

Programme for International Student Assessment, 2000.

Significant proportions of 15 year olds fail to meet
B.C.’s grade 10 performance standards…
Percentage of 15-yr olds from various jurisdictions attaining
B.C. grade 10 reading standards, 2000

1. All results shown here are for 15-year-olds except for B.C. grade 10 students who are,
on average, 6 months older than B.C. 15 year olds.
Jurisdictions ordered by the percentage of students meeting or exceeding expectations.
Source: Table 6
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Equity and skill flows from adult learning: Likelihood of participation by
literacy levels
Adjusted odds ratios showing the likelihood of adults aged 16 to 65 receiving adult
education and training during the year preceding the interview, by document literacy levels, 2003
Odds (x times)
7
Level 4/5
Level 3
Level 2
Level 1

6
5
4
3
2
1
0
United
States

Canada

Switzerland

Italy

Bermuda

Norway

Countries are ranked according to the odds of persons who score at Level 4/5.
1.

Odds estimates that are not statistically different from one at conventional levels of significance are reported as one in the
figure. For the actual estimate and its corresponding significance, see Table 4.4 in the annex to this chapter.

2.

Source Adult Literacy and Life skills survey, 2003.
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Equity and skill flows from adult learning: Changes in participation rates by
literacy levels
Changes in the per cent of adults aged 16 to 65 in adult education and training between IALS
1994/1998 and ALL 2003, by document literacy levels
Per cent
70
60

Level 4/5

50

Level 3
Level 2

40

Level 1

30
20
10
0
-10
-20
Sw itzerland
(French)

United States

Canada

Sw itzerland
(German)

Norw ay

Sw itzerland
(Italian)

Countries are ranked by the change in the per cent at Level 4/5.
Note:
Changes in participation rates are calculated by taking the difference between the ALL and the IALS rates and dividing
by the average participation rates of the two periods, i.e., (ALL rate - IALS rate) / ((ALL rate +IALS rate)/2).
Source: Adult Literacy and Life Skills Survey, 2003.
International Adult Literacy Survey, 1994-1998.
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Equity and skill flows from adult learning: Sources of financial support for
adult education and training
Norw ay

A. Per cent of men participating in adult education
and training who receive financial support from
various sources, populations aged 16 to 65, 2003

Sw itzerland
Canada
United States
Bermuda
Italy
0

10

20

30

Employer-sponsored

Norw ay

40

50

Government-sponsored

60
Per cent

Self-financed

B. Per cent of women participating in adult
education and training who receive financial support
from various sources, populations aged 16 to 65, 2003

Sw itzerland
United Stated
Canada
Bermuda
Italy
0

10

20

30

Employer-sponsored

40

50

Government-sponsored

60
Per cent

Self-financed

A. Countries are ranked by the per cent of men who received support from their employer.
B. Countries are ranked by the per cent of women who received support from their employer.
Source: Adult Literacy and Life Skills Survey, 2003.
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Equity and the quality of skill flow from immigration: Recent versus
established immigrant status by skill level
Per cent of population aged 16 to 65 at each skill level, by recent vs established immigrant status, 2003
A. Prose literacy scale

Per cent
100
80
60
40
20
0
20
40
60
80
100
1

2

3

1

Bermuda

2

B. Document
literacy scale
Legend
1. Recent immigrants
(<= 5 years)
2. Established immigrants
(> 5 years)
3. Native-born

3

1

Sw itzerland

Level 2

2

3

1

Norw ay

Level 1

2

3

1

Canada

Level 3

2

3

United States

Level 4/5

Per cent
100
80
60
40
20
0
20
40
60
80
100
1

2

3

1

Bermuda

2

3

1

Sw itzerland

Level 2

2

3

Canada

Level 1

1

2

3

1

Norw ay

Level 3

2

3

United States

Level 4/5

Countries are ranked by the per cent of recent immigrants at Levels 3 and 4/5.
Source: Adult Literacy and Life Skills Survey, 2003.
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Equity and the quality of skill flow from immigration: Recent versus
established immigrant status by skill level
Per cent of population aged 16 to 65 at each skill level, by recent vs established immigrant status, 2003
Per cent
80

C. Numeracy scale

60
40
20
0
20
40
60
80
100
1

2

3

1

Bermuda

2

3

D. Problem solving scale

1

2

Sw itzerland

3

1

Norw ay

Level 2

Level 1

2

3

1

Canada

Level 3

2

3

United States

Level 4/5

Per cent
80
60
40
20
0

Legend
1. Recent immigrants
(<= 5 years)
2. Established immigrants
(> 5 years)
3. Native-born

20
40
60
80
100
1

2

3

1

Bermuda

2

3

1

Sw itzerland

Level 2

2

3

1

Norw ay

Level 1

2

3

Canada

Level 3

Level 4/5

Countries are ranked by the per cent of recent immigrants at Levels 3 and 4/5.
Source: Adult Literacy and Life Skills Survey, 2003.
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Equity and the quality of skill flow from immigration: Likelihood of earning low
income among native-born and foreign-born by skill level
Adjusted odds ratios1 indicating the likelihood of low skilled (Levels 1 and 2) and medium
to high skilled (Levels 3 and 4/5) foreign-born and native-born populations aged 16 to 65
of being in the lowest personal earnings income quartile, prose literacy scale, 2003

Odds (x times)
3.5

Low skilled f oreign-born

3.0

Medium to high skilled
f oreign-born
Low skilled native-born

2.5
2.0

Medium to high skilled
native-born

1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
Norw ay

Bermuda

Canada

United States

Sw itzerland

Countries are ranked by the odds ratios of foreign-born adults who score at Levels 1 and 2.
1. Odds estimates that are not statistically different from one at conventional levels of significance are reported as one in the figure.
For the actual estimate and its corresponding significance, see Table 9.7 in the annex to this chapter.
Source: Adult Literacy and Life Skills Survey, 2003.
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Labour market outcomes and skill: Probability of exiting unemployment by
skills levels
The probabilities of unemployed adults aged 16 to 65 to exit unemployment over a 52 week period,
by low (Levels 1 and 2) and medium to high (Levels 3 and 4/5) skills, document scale, 2003
Probability
1.0
0.9
0.8
0.7

9

0.6

38

0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2

Levels 1 and 2

0.1

Levels 3 and 4/5

0.0
0

4

8

12

16

20

24

28

32

36

40

44

48

52

Weeks

Source: Adult Literacy and Life Skills Survey, 2003.
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Labour market outcomes and skill: Practice engagement at work by skills levels
Index scores of reading, writing and numeracy engagement at work on a standardized scale
(centred on 2), by skills levels, labour force populations aged 16 to 65, 2003

0.0

0.0

Level 1
Level 4/5

Italy

Norway

Bermuda

Level 2
Mean

Level 3

Level 1
Level 4/5

Level 2
Mean

Italy

1.0

Norway

2.0

1.0

Bermuda

3.0

2.0

United
States

3.0

Canada

Index scores
4.0

Switzerland

Index scores
4.0

Canada

B. Writing engagement at work index
by prose literacy levels

Switzerland

A. Reading engagement at work index
by document literacy levels

United
States
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Level 3

Countries are ranked by the mean of the index scale.
Source: Adult Literacy and Life Skills Survey, 2003.

Labour market outcomes and skill: Practice engagement at work by skills levels
Index scores of reading, writing and numeracy engagement at work on a standardized scale
(centred on 2), by skills levels, labour force populations aged 16 to 65, 2003

2.0

1.0

1.0

0.0

0.0

Level 1
Level 4/5

Level 2
mean

Bermuda

Norway

Canada

Italy

3.0

2.0

United
States

Index scores
4.0

3.0

Level 3

Level 1
Level 4

Level 2
mean

Italy

Combined engagement at work
index by problem solving levels

Norway

D.

Canada

Numeracy engagement at work
index by numeracy levels

Switzerland

C.

Index scores
4.0

Bermuda
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Switzerland
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Level 3

Countries are ranked by the mean of the index scale.
Source: Adult Literacy and Life Skills Survey, 2003.
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Labour market outcomes and skill: Returns to skills and education
Per cent increase in weekly earnings per increase of 10-percentiles on the prose, document,
numeracy and problem solving scales, and per increase of additional year of schooling, adjusted
three stage least squares model, labour force populations aged 16 to 65, 2003
Per cent
60

50

A. Prose literacy scale

Document literacy

40
30

Education

20
10
0
-10
-20
Italy

Bermuda

Norway

Canada

United States

Switzerland

Per cent
60

50

Numeracy

40

B. Document literacy scale

Education

30
20
10
0
-10
Bermuda

A.
B.
Source:

Italy

Norway

Canada

United States

Switzerland

Countries are ranked by the effect of prose literacy.
Countries are ranked by the effect of document literacy.
Adult Literacy and Life Skills Survey, 2003.
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Labour market outcomes and skill: Returns to skills and education
Per cent increase in weekly earnings per increase of 10-percentiles on the prose, document,
numeracy and problem solving scales, and per increase of additional year of schooling, adjusted
three stage least squares model, labour force populations aged 16 to 65, 2003
Per cent
60
50

Numeracy

40

C. Numeracy scale

Education

30
20
10
0
-10
Bermuda

Italy

Norway

Canada

United States

Switzerland

Per cent
60
50

Problem solving

40

D. Problem solving1 scale

Education

30
20
10
0
-10
Bermuda

Italy

Norway

Canada

Switzerland

C.
Countries are ranked by the effect of numeracy.
D.
Countries are ranked by the effect of problem solving.
1.
Switzerland (Italian) and the United States did not field the problem solving skills domain.
Source:
Adult Literacy and Life Skills Survey, 2003.
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Social outcomes and skill: Likelihood of low-skilled adults collecting social
assistance payments
Adjusted and unadjusted odds ratios1 showing the likelihood of low-skilled adults
(Levels 1 and 2) collecting social assistance payments, numeracy scale, populations aged 16 to 65, 2003
Odds (x times)
8
7

Unadjusted odds

6

Adjusted odds

5
4
3
2
1
0
United States

Canada

Norw ay

Italy

Sw itzerland

Bermuda

Countries are ranked according to the difference in the unadjusted odds.
1. Odds estimates that are not statistically different from one at conventional levels of significance are set to one in the figure.
Source: Adult Literacy and Life Skills Survey, 2003.
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Social outcomes and skill: Likelihood of medium to high-skilled adults earning
investment income
Adjusted and unadjusted odds ratios1 showing the likelihood of medium to high-skilled adults
(Levels 3 and 4/5) earning investment income, numeracy scale, populations aged 16 to 65, 2003
Odds (x times)
5

Unadjusted odds

4

A djusted odds
3

2

1

0
United States

Bermuda

Canada

Italy

Sw itzerland

Norw ay

Countries are ranked according to the difference in the unadjusted odds.
1. Odds estimates that are not statistically different from one at conventional levels of significance are set to one in the figure.
Source: Adult Literacy and Life Skills Survey, 2003.
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Labour market outcomes and skill: Use of computers for task-oriented
purposes by literacy skills
Mean index scores on a scale measuring the intensity of use of computers for
specific task-oriented purposes, by prose literacy levels, populations aged 16 to 65, 2003
Index scores
7

6

Bermuda

Canada

Italy

Norway

Switzerland

United States

5

4

3
Level 1

Source:
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Level 2

Level 3

Level 4/5

Adult Literacy and Life Skills Survey, 2003.

Labour Market outcomes and skill: Likelihood of being a high-intensity
computer user by literacy skill levels
Adjusted odds ratios showing the likelihood of adults aged 16 to 65 of
being high-intensity computer users, by prose literacy levels, 2003

Bermuda

Norway

Canada

Level 4/5

Italy

Level 3

United States

Levels 1 and 2
Switzerland
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

4.0

Odds (x times)

Countries are ranked by the odds of those who score at Level 4/5.
Source: Adult Literacy and Life Skills Survey, 2003.
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Labour market outcomes and skill: Likelihood of being a top income quartile earner
by combined skill and user profiles
Adjusted odds ratios1 showing the likelihood of adults aged 16 to 65 of being a top income
quartile earning, by combined literacy and computer user profiles, 2003

Switzerland

Bermuda

Canada

Norway

Group 4
Group 3
Group 2

United States

Group 1

Italy

0

1

2

3
4
Odds (x times)

5

6

7

Countries are ranked by the odds of those in Group 4.
1. Odds estimates that are not statistically different from one at conventional levels of significance are reported as one in the figure.
For the actual estimate and its corresponding significance, see Table 8.12 in the annex to this chapter.
Source: Adult Literacy and Life Skills Survey, 2003.
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Skills and health outcomes: Work-related health status by country
Per cent of adults in each of four work-related health status groups by country,
populations aged 16 to 65, 2003
Per cent
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
B erm uda

Italy

Switzerland
Germ an

C anada

To tal

N o rway

United States

Switzerland
French

Switzerland
Italian

Class 1: No w ork-related limitations

Class 2: Physically limited at w ork

Class 3: Emotionally limited at w ork

Class 4: Physically and emotionally limited at w ork

Countries are ranked by the per cent of adults in Class 1: No worked-related limitations
Source:
Adult Literacy and Life Skills Survey, 2003.
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IALSS Level 1 Study/UNESCO’s LAMP Program
• Designed as a diagnostic tool to understand component skills of
low level readers
• Measures number recognition, letter recognition, word
recognition, receptive vocabulary, short term memory, speaking
and listening – elements that are critical to achieving
fluency/becoming proficient
• Needed design programs, to plan curricula, to allocate resources
and for marketing of programs
• Data for Canada, US, El Salvador, Morocco, Palestine, Niger,
Kenya and Mongolia
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New Zealand Longitudinal Study
•
•
•
•

Sample of 16 year olds who have been tested repeatedly since
birth
Measures available for IQ, reading, writing, math, oral
language and soft skills
Will be tested in ALL numeracy and prose literacy
Will allow for an analysis of how skills emerge and depend
upon each other
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The argument for investment:
investment:
– Skill demands are rising rapidly
– Traditional sources of new skill supply are not able to meet
these demands:
whilst the quality of initial education is high by international
standards the absolute number of students is small – there
are not enough young people no matter what their skill level
to change the overall skill supply.
to make matters worse recent secondary graduates are of
variable quality. Depending on the province between 25 and
40% of youth fail to meet BC’s graduation standards.
Canada’s post-secondary education system adds
considerably to the supply of essential skills
Rates of participation in adult learning are relatively low by
international standards and Canada’s immigrants do not
have levels of essential skills comensurate with their
education levels
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The argument for investment:
investment: the cost of
inaction is high
– Markets for other inputs – capital, technology, high end human
capital – have also become global so every firm can buy them at
the same price. This fact makes human capital – what the
average worker knows and can do – relatively much more
important
– Markets for goods and services have become global. This
presents Canadian firms with huge opportunity. Capitalizing
on this opportunity requires high levels of essential skills.
– The multinationals that control much of the world’s economy
face huge financial incentives to move production to the lowest
cost location, the rate at which markets are adjusting is much
more rapid
– The productivity gains associated with the diffusion of
information and communication technologies are needed to
remain competitive. The rate at which these technologies can be
adopted will depend, in part, upon workers having the required
levels of essential skills
– The global supply of essential skills is rising rapidly in response
to educational investment and reform in the developing world
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The Policy Challenge:
– Canada’s native born workforce possess a huge store of
labour market skills
– Immigrants add their own education and experience
– Both groups include large numbers of individuals with
lower levels of essential skills than required
– The policy question is:
• What proportion of Canada’s workers have the
essential skill levels to compete in global markets?
• Where jobs are lost to international competitors, do
the laid off workers have the essential skills required
to get highly paid, stable employment?
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Additional Information:
•

Learning a Living: First Results of the Adult Literacy and
Life Skills Survey (www.statcan.ca)

•

The Adult Literacy and Life Skills Survey: New Frameworks
for Assessment (www.statcan.ca)

•

IALS and ALL data (www.statcan.ca)

•

Information: Yvan Clermont: cleryva@statcan.ca or
T. Scott Murray s.murray@uis.unesco.org

Scott Murray
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SESSION 2:
PANEL
Presenters:

Colin Heartwell (CME BC)
Marvin Meickle (CUPE SK)
Karen Jackson (HRSDC)

Overview:
The three panellists in this session responded to the findings of the IALSS/ALL as outlined by
Scott Murray. Each brought the unique perspective of their domain to bear on the Survey
findings.
As the Senior Director, Policy and Trade for the Canadian Manufacturers and Exporters, BC,
Colin Heartwell is well aware of the impact, on the manufacturing sector, of a workforce with
less than optimum literacy and essential skill levels. Manufacturing has changed dramatically
in the last 25 years and, as the CME’s recently completed report, Manufacturing 20/20
illustrates, there is much work to be done to ensure Canada is well positioned in the global
economy.
Marvin Meickle brought his perspective as the Treasurer of the Saskatchewan Federation of
Labour and as a CUPE member. Marvin pointed out that, while the workplace issues are
certainly important, inadequate literacy and essential skills also have major implications for
family and community success. Marvin urged all stakeholders to work together to increase skill
levels and to ensure that opportunities for education and training are fairly distributed.
Karen Jackson responded to the Survey results and the comments of her co-panellists by
outlining how the results might impact two key initiatives at HRSDC, the Workplace Skills
Strategy and the Essential Skills and Workplace Literacy Initiative. Karen first provided some
background information on each and noted some essential skills highlights from the past year.
She then addressed the question of how the IALSS/ALL results might impact the Workplace
Skills Strategy and the Essential Skills and Workplace Literacy Initiative.
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Colin Heartwell, CME BC
Literacy and workforce development is an important topic for manufacturers. Manufacturing is
a large component of the Canadian economy, directly producing 18% of the nation’s GDP,
employing more than 2.2 million Canadians, making two thirds of all business investments and
supporting almost one third of national output.
Given the size of the sector and the evolution of the global economy from mass production to
mass customization, the need for skilled and capable workers has never been greater. Today’s
successful manufacturers truly have to think globally and act locally because they sell to the
global markets using innovation, flexibility, knowledge, client focus and skilful supply chain
management to ensure they can produce the highest quality products that meet the needs of
their customers at competitive prices.
Manufacturers today employ highly skilled people who need to have problem solving
capabilities, technical know how, business acumen and interpersonal communications skills.
Manufacturers routinely require employees to have a significant degree of technical and
technological expertise, along with a range of multi-cultural and multi-lingual skills. And
manufacturers need a workforce that is adaptable and flexible and able to meet the rapidly
evolving requirements of the manufacturing sector.
In 1971 just 19.2% of employees in manufacturing were in high skilled jobs. By 1986 that was
up to 26% and by 2003 that total had almost doubled. Between 1997 and 2003 alone,
manufacturers saw the number of university graduates within their companies increase by
49%. In short, the demand for highly skilled jobs is up, while demand for lesser skilled jobs is
down, way down. And we expect to lose some 250,000 employees in our sector to retirement
by 2010 and perhaps as many as 400,000 by 2020. With demand up and supply down, the
need for a capable and literate workforce is critical to the future of the manufacturing sector
across Canada.
The fact that Statistics Canada/OECD findings showing that 42% of Canadians need literacy
upgrading doesn’t come as surprise; rather it reinforces what manufacturers experience on a
daily basis. In our 2004 management issues survey, 78% of our companies said the
availability of qualified personnel is critical to remaining innovative, 42% believe the lack of
skilled and experienced personnel will fundamentally change their business practices over the
next five years; and 38% say that availability of skilled labour is now the major factor in
where they locate their businesses.
What did come as a surprise in the ALL results was the conclusion that Canadians have made
virtually NO progress on reducing these serious literacy challenges in the past decade, even
as labour supply shortages hurtled toward us; an unacceptable situation because this lack of
literacy costs our economy billions of dollars in lost output and even greater losses in
opportunity. Today Canadian manufacturers find it harder and harder to hire and retain
employees with the skills they need. We will not survive as a global leader without skilled
workers and as supply dwindles due to demographics, everyone will have to work
tremendously hard to get every single available person up to an effective working level.
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Manufacturers were pleased to see the confirmation in the ALL study that Canadian
businesses continue to be a major training provider and that we are expanding our training
faster than our competitors. Manufacturers, in particular, are working hard through a variety
of programs to assist their employees to improve their skills and become more competitive.
CME’s Lean Enterprise programs, for example, have been a leader across Canada in improving
skills and productivity while expanding business opportunity. As one can see in the items on
training for women and First Nations people, there is a great deal of room for improvement,
but business is committed to making these issues a matter priority.
A big challenge for us is that the majority of our manufacturers are small and medium sized
enterprises and many of them have insufficient resources to fund the employee training
needed within their operations to allow them to become and remain globally competitive;
many find their staff lured away to larger companies who have the resources to fund the
ongoing training.
The ALL study also confirms that the various levels of government in Canada continue to fail
to meet the literacy challenge because they don’t provide sufficient resources to deal with the
problem. We rank low in Government support amongst the competitors listed and CME thinks
that is not acceptable.
The ALL study reaffirms a long held view put forward in our research, that, skills development
is not the only critical factor of success, retention of skills is also critical and skills remain
sharp only through a constant process of learning and practice. This study plainly states that
life-long learning is NOT a luxury for a rich economy; it is an essential and fundamental
building block required for any country to become and remain globally competitive. Today the
global market place is changing so fast that every employee and employer must constantly
keep themselves and their companies at the top of their game on an ongoing basis.
The ALL study also reaffirms the well documented conclusion that Canada isn’t attracting the
best and the brightest immigrants and that many of the people that come here are not
equipped with the tools they need to succeed. Canada is seen as less focussed and less
effective at delivering skilled immigrants. Countries like Norway succeed because they target
skilled immigrants and make it easy and painless for them to come to the country. We can’t
forget there are 400,000 people retiring in the next fifteen years in our sector alone and
Canada won’t be able to cover this shortfall domestically. We will need skilled immigrants if we
hope to remain globally competitive.
In recognition of the changing conditions amongst manufacturers, CME went through a year
long consultation process called Manufacturing 20/20 where we held 64 town hall meetings
across the country, spoke personally to over 1,000 CEOs and surveyed a further 833
companies. Based on what we heard and our analysis from thousands of stakeholders, we
produced a comprehensive action plan to support the future development of the sector, within
six major priority areas, one of which is enhancing Work Force capabilities.
Our overall goal is to make Canada the most prosperous country in the Americas by 2020 and
our goal on workforce development is to ensure that Canada’s workers have the tools and
training to lead those efforts.
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In order to achieve that goal, manufacturers and stakeholders across Canada must identify
what is within their power to change, focus clearly on priorities for action, and then follow
through by implementing solutions, working together to get the job done.
While I can’t go into all 57 recommendations in the Workforce section, here is a sample of
some of the specific actions that we feel should be pursued.
•

Manufacturers must continue to increase their investment in upgrading the
skills and capabilities of their workers and commit to a life long approach to
education. Industry’s goal should be to spend the equivalent of 5% of their payroll on
skills upgrading and staff development each year and we are determined to see it
happen. Today our members invest an average of just 2.5% of their payrolls on
training and we don’t think that is enough.

•

Workers and labour groups must participate with manufacturers in
understanding the challenges and opportunities in the market place and
defining innovative solutions to workforce development. Countries that have
fostered a collaborative relationship amongst stakeholders with an action oriented
philosophy are moving forward, while countries with antagonistic attitudes and
dogmatic players are falling by the wayside.

•

Business and professional associations must develop tools and techniques
that facilitate workforce development and encourage collaboration by SMEs
as a means to reduce per unit training costs and increase the benefits of
workforce development. CME is developing innovative programs like Manufacturing
Excellence Councils, Lean Certification Programs, TEAMTIME training and ManuCan to
help companies to build leaner operations with better skills and stronger working
teams. More of this type of work needs to be done.

•

Governments must significantly expand investment in life long education
through direct investments and the tax system. We urge government to provide
tax credits to businesses that establish on-site training programs and to employees
who engage in skills based training programs. Tax credits will facilitate job related
training and skills development, especially for workers and SME owners who struggle
to find the resources to stay competitive. As businesses and workers expand their
involvement in life long learning, so to will the government in a collaborative
partnership. These efforts will return to government more in tax revenues than they
cost in credits.

•

Governments should substantially increase investments in basic literacy
programs. Government investments, both provincially and federally, in literacy
training are too small. This year’s extra $10 million per year for the National Literacy
Secretariat is just a small down payment on what is required and we believe
governments should at least triple their annual investment levels. Again as ALL
indicates, government’s investments in literacy will return in the form of higher tax
revenues from greater economic activity.
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•

Governments need to implement more proactive immigration policies by
changing rules to identify and fast track skilled immigrants to Canada and to
lever industry collaboration in this effort through the use of tax credits and
targeted employment offers. The federal government commitment of $80 million
per year in this year’s budget for settlement relocation and training is a good first start,
but more aggressive work needs to be done to attract qualified immigrants and to
keep them in this country in productive jobs. Provincial governments also need to be
more proactive in attracting skilled immigrants to industry and more provinces should
follow Manitoba’s example with nominees in this regard.

•

Colleges must develop more customized training programs and delivery
mechanisms and work to create more multi-disciplinary programs that
combine academic studies, technical skills and practical experience.

•

And finally, efforts must be made to foster greater collaboration and
networking amongst all stakeholders to ensure that the best ideas can be
developed and disseminated across the country.

Under the auspices of Manufacturing 20/20, CME plans to take a proactive role by bringing the
right people to the table; people who can respond effectively, at a local, provincial and
national level, to the workforce issues raised across the country. And, CME will measure
progress on an annual basis against the benchmarks of success.
We look to others to work with us and to support the efforts to provide a world class labour
force.

Information on Manufacturing 20/20 can be found at www.cme-mec.ca under the Manufacturing 20/20
banner.
Copies of the workforce study can be made available to delegates who contact Mr. Heartwell at:
colin.heartwell@cme-mec.ca

Colin Heartwell
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Marvin Meickle, CUPE
I’m here as a union representative to give you my quick ‘take’ on this issue. But being union
doesn’t mean I’m just concerned with the worker in the workplace. Social unionism is a big
part of the Canadian Labour movement too, so I’m also concerned with the worker at home
and in the community.
First a few comments about the workplace. The news is not great. Let me read you a quote
from a paragraph from the StatsCan website.

“Employer financing plays a central role in supporting opportunities to
engage in lifelong learning ….Furthermore, the levels of worker
engagement in literacy and numeracy practices on the job are strongly
associated with the likelihood of benefiting from employer-sponsored
adult education and training.”
This tells us what a lot of us instinctively knew. Employer financing is critical, and it is not
there to the extent it should be.
Also, this type of training tends to be offered to those who already work with documents and
math on the job. We already know that workers who use their literacy skills on the job tend to
keep those skills from high school. We also know that “if you don’t use it, you’ll lose it”.
What this means is that those with higher skill levels get more training, and those who need
to get those skills don’t get the training they need. The skilled get more, and the unskilled get
less.
I’m not a literacy specialist by any means, but I hear a lot of talk from employers who do
provide literacy skills training. What they seem to be saying is that they provide the training
because they need highly skilled people for their business because of global competition.
Maybe that’s true on an individual employer basis. But looking at this on a macro level, one
can say that business is providing training to those who already have the higher skills, and not
to those who need those skills to remain employable and who need those skills to be
successful in everyday life in the community.
What we need is investment in literacy and essential skills training for all workers, and it
shouldn’t all have to come from the employer’s pocket; the government has a funding role
here too.
The other thing I hear from employers is that they provide the literacy training opportunities
because it is a relatively cheap way to buy off the union, and the employer might gain from it
too. Well, that’s fair enough. Politics in the workplace are no less serious than other types of
political action. When we get right down to it, business provides this training out of selfinterest. They just need to do more of it.
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I mentioned social unionism. In Saskatchewan, Manitoba, across the West in general, there is
a large Aboriginal population. I know the results of the special over sample of Aboriginal
peoples in Saskatchewan and Manitoba hasn’t been released yet. But if we listen to what was
said earlier today, the news is not going to be good for Aboriginal peoples and it’s not going to
be good for the provincial governments.
Here’s what we’ve heard:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Success in the economy depends on having a good grasp of literacy skills;
Obtaining and holding a job is related to skills level;
The skills level of our mother likely affects our skills level;
People with lower skill levels are more likely to depend on social assistance;
People with lower skill levels are less likely to have savings that they can use when
retired, or use when emergencies occur;
There is a correlation between literacy skills level and one’s health.

Additionally, at other events, and in the media, we’ve all heard that any net growth in the
workforce is going to come from immigration, not from providing training opportunities to the
growing Aboriginal population.
So the news is not good. But it certainly does show the labour movement where we should
be moving:
•
•
•
•

We
We
We
We

have
have
have
have

to
to
to
to

make
make
make
make

this
this
this
this

a bargaining issue.
a legislative issue with the government.
an issue that our members will be passionate about.
a monetary issue.

We have to work on:
•
•
•
•
•

Essential Skills issues,
Recognition of Prior Learning,
Clear Language,
integrating literacy work into our other training programs, and
creating more union-management programs for all workers who want to participate.

My own union, CUPE, does have a national staff position responsible for literacy, as do some
other unions. We are putting dollars into this issue and we’re developing policy on the issue,
but just like the employers, we’ve still got a long way to go yet. This is one of the areas
where Business and Labour can work together, and where we have to work together.
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Karen Jackson, HRSDC
How might the results of the ALL survey affect two key initiatives under my responsibility at
Human Resources and Skills Development Canada (HRSDC); the Workplace Skills Strategy
(WSS) and the Essential Skills and Workplace Literacy Initiative (ESWLI)?
WORKPLACE SKILLS STRATEGY
We are working on the development of a workplace skills strategy. The WSS is a key element
of the Government of Canada’s commitment to advance Canada’s competitive position in the
global economy. The WSS is a coherent framework that will guide the development of policies
and programs that recognize the importance of developing human capital in and for Canadian
workplaces. Through the WSS we want to ensure that:
•

the Canadian workforce is highly-skilled, adaptable and resilient;

•

we build a labour market that is flexible, efficient and productive;

•

we promote participation by helping those who face labour market barriers to find and
maintain employment; and

•

we respond to the needs of our workplaces to ensure that they are safe, productive and
innovative.

The recent Budget underscores the Government of Canada’s commitment to move the WSS
forward. Budget 2005 makes investments of $125M over the next three years to work with
stakeholders to move forward the Strategy. The first phase of the WSS consists of
implementing initiatives such as:
o

Trades and Apprenticeship Strategy to strengthen apprenticeship systems in
Canada;

o

Workplace Skills Innovation Initiative - a mechanism to support partnershipbased projects that test and evaluate innovative, outcome-focused approaches to
skills development for employed Canadians.

o

Workplace Partners Panel - an arm’s length body comprised of high-profile
business and labour leaders charged with providing the GoC with advice and
intelligence from Canadian employers and workers on issues affecting the WSS.

ESSENTIAL SKILLS AND WORKPLACE LITERACY INITIATIVE
Launched on April 1, 2003, this initiative represents an investment of approximately $12M
annually and was funded through internal reallocation. The ESWLI is a key component of the
broader WSS. The objective of the ESWLI is to improve the skills levels of Canadians in order
to optimize participation, facilitate transition and improve productivity in the workplace.
Activity areas of the ESWLI are:
1.

Building awareness by developing targeted information and promoting the
importance of, means of accessing, and ways to acquire Essential Skills.

2.

Supporting national and innovative applications by providing funding support for
the development and national diffusion of projects designed to enhance the acquisition
of Essential Skills in the workplace and in education sectors (K-12, PSE).

3.

Expanding synergies and partnerships by maintaining and building new
partnerships in the workplace, K-12 and college sectors to ensure a pan-Canadian
approach and application of Essential Skills programming.
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Strengthening the knowledge base by undertaking key research that supports
Essential Skills program development, implementation and evaluation.

Essential Skills Accomplishments
Last fiscal year Essential Skills accomplishments include:
•

40 new Essential Skills profiles at the NOC A&B levels developed for a total of nearly 250
profiles;

•

7 new projects (for a total of 23 since April 2003) funded with promising results includes:
o Centre for Canadian Language Benchmarks projects which will bridge the two
national skills standards by developing a comparative framework, and providing
tools and resources to support their use in the language training community and
the labour market.
o

New Flyer Bus Industries, a manufacturer of urban transit buses in Winnipeg. To
address skills demand in the workplace, a Skills Passport system was put in place
to measure employees’ essential skills levels, develop individual learning plans and
then refers them to appropriate training.

•

In addition, the Trucking Sector Council rolled out a fully developed essential skills
strategy; other councils are also involved (e.g., Construction and Wood); and

•

Significant synergies were created with other key programs within the Department such as
Apprenticeship, Foreign Credential Recognition and Sector Councils; with Employment
Program Branch (EPB) and Aboriginal Affairs Directorate; and other GoC Departments.

BUDGET 2005 - KEY INVESTMENT IN LITERACY AND ESSENTIAL SKILLS
Budget 2005 also announced $30M, as an initial step, over three years to enhance the
capacity of the National Literacy Secretariat to further develop partnerships with provinces,
territories, business, and labour to foster awareness of involvement of literacy issues and to
promote learning in the workplace. This investment will allow for the development of a
comprehensive national strategy in support of literacy and essential skills.
ADULT LITERACY AND LIFE SKILLS SURVEY
Studies such as the ALL survey are essential to effective policy development in the area of
workplace skills because:
o

they provide valuable and strategic information that can help policy makers formulate
specific measures targeted to address specific workplace skills issues.

o

they can help refine and re-focus existing measures and make it possible to assess the
effectiveness of the measures by providing a read on the status of the issue over time.
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What do the results of the ALL survey mean for the WSS?
The results of the ALL survey demonstrate some areas for serious concern for working-age
Canadians:
•

42% of the working-age population have essential skills levels below what is needed
for most occupations in the knowledge-based economy;

•

The picture for the emerging labour force is a little better – just 9.5% of Canadians
aged 16-25 are at Level 1 literacy – but with 35% at Levels 1 and 2 combined, we
have a long way to go to ensure Canada’s future workforce has the essential skills they
need to participate fully in Canadian workplaces;

•

Certain groups require particular attention:
o

Immigrants are much more likely than the Canadian-born to have essential skills
at Level 1.

o

Working Canadians with low levels of formal education are far more likely to
have low essential skills levels and to receive little or no employer-sponsored
training than those with higher levels of education.

o

Many Aboriginal Canadians lack access to the education resources available to
other Canadians. Note: While the ALL data for this group won’t be available until
the fall, we will need to be prepared to respond to the particular essential skills
needs of Aboriginal groups.

o

Apprentices often lack the resources to upgrade their essential skills to the levels
required to learn, retain and apply the technical skills required for their chosen
trades; moreover, inadequate essential skills levels can impede their ability to pass
Red Seal exams.

The WSS alone cannot address these issues, which are rooted in a web of socio-economic
variables requiring complex policy responses involving collaboration by all workplace
stakeholders such as employers, labour organizations, practitioners, learning institutions, and
governments. But, by focusing on the workplace as one locus for essential skills development,
the WSS will address some of the shortcomings illustrated through the ALL survey by:
•

implementing the Workplace Skills Innovation Initiative to support the development of
employer-led models through innovative skills development, recognition and utilization
projects, including those involving essential skills;

•

improving the networks and information flows that keep workplace partners connected
with current research and successful models of essential skills development, through
the Workplace Partners Panel currently under development; and

•

collaborating with provincial partners to address essential skills issues among
apprentices.
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What do the results of the ALL survey mean for the ESWLI?
•

It is clear from the results that we need to improve the skill levels of Canadians which will
improve the productivity of the Canadian labour market. This becomes more important when
we consider shrinking demographics and global competition. We need to inform our
stakeholders that investing in essential skills can have a significant impact on productivity as
well as resulting in a more competent and adaptable workforce.

•

Although we only have the first report of the ALL survey at this point, these and later
findings will be relied upon to identify future policy measures to improve the literacy and
essential skills of Canadian workers.

CONCLUSION
•

Successful implementation of workplace skills strategies and initiatives (e.g., WSS and ESWLI)
requires the reliance of statistical information such as the ALL survey. It also requires input
and participation by all workplace stakeholders, including employers, labour organizations,
practitioners, learning institutions, and governments.

•

We look forward to working with stakeholders like you to help us achieve our goals. Your
ideas will play a important role in setting the direction of both the WSS and the ESWLI in the
years to come.
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SESSION 3:
JOB DESIGN
Presenters:

Doug Giddings, Giddings Consulting
Rob Despins, Standard Aero
Greg Maruca, AUPE

Overview:
IALSS results indicate that, in some cases, workers enter the workforce with relatively good
skills but that over a period of time these skills are eroded. The focus of this session was on
how and why this happens, some possible solutions and some of the challenges and benefits
to implementing changes to the way work is performed.
Doug Giddings set the context by providing background information on skills and growth. He
discussed the importance of human resources to innovation and growth and the impact of
technological change, which has been to increase the relative demand for high skilled
occupations, resulting in an increase in post secondary enrolments and graduations.
Doug reviewed workplace related issues including:
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

the history of the division of labour and its effects on industrial organizations,
skill surpluses,
skills loss from unemployment and from unchallenging jobs,
skills loss and aging, and
the importance of mastery or fluency to retention and knowledge transfer.

He then defined economic and technical skills obsolescence and summarized the:
♦ changes in worker attitudes and attributes that have led many employers to consider
changes in job design.
♦ different approaches to job design such as job enlargement and job enrichment.
♦ types of changes underway in industrial reorganization and the implications for skills
In conclusion, Doug stressed that there is no one size fits all approach and many variables
have to be considered. Employers and unions need to have knowledge of new approaches to
work organization, they need to understand the benefits of new approaches and they need
information on the most effective ways of implementing changes to work organization.
Rob Despins discussed the impact of job design from a business perspective. He outlined the
benefits to both the company and the individual of designing jobs that utilized the full
spectrum of workers’ skills.
Greg Maruca raised many important questions about the role of unions in the process of job
redesign. He discussed the importance of unions being included in the process and in ensuring
redesigned jobs are of benefit not just to business, but to workers as well.
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Skills demand in the new economy

A skills shortage can be defined as a lack of
adequately trained or qualified individuals to meet
available jobs. Canadian Evidence: Experts Panel
on Skills, WES and CFIB

• Consensus that the overall impact of
innovation will be a shift to more highly
skilled jobs
• OECD Jobs Study showed that the impact
of new technologies on skills and
employment is shaped by national policies
(flexible versus inflexible labour market
policies)
• Lower skilled workers at risk of
marginalization
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Employment growth by level of
education

Skill gaps or deficits exist where a company’s
workers have lower skill levels than necessary to
meet the corporate business objectives. National
Skills Task Force in the UK
Latent skills gaps are unrecognized and are often
revealed new technologies are introduced or when
the corporation must respond to market changes.
Workers are often unable to assess their own
competence. Kruger and Dunning

Slide
06

Economic obsolescence of human
capital
affects the value of the human capital of
workers and is caused by changes in the job or
work environment related to technological and
organizational change and shifts in the sector
structure of employment.

Postsecondary
Less than high
school

High School
HRDC based on LFS data

Skill displacement depends on the scale and
speed of technological chance and expectations.
Workers with specialized or firm specific skills
and low levels of essential skills most at risk
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Measures of Underemployment
David Livingstone
Employed Labour Force , 1998Type of measure
Type of
measure

Under
employed (%)

Match (%)

Under
qualified (%)

21

75

3

Credential Gap

30

49

22

Performance
Gap

53

56

10

SelfAssessment

Source: NALL(1999)
Credential gap The difference between the formal educational attainment required
for entry into the job and the actual educational attainments of job entrants as
reported by workers .
The performance gap The difference between formal educational attainment and
the general level of education actually required to perform the work as estimated by
GED (general educational development) scores.
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Mismatch between Engagement in Literacy
Tasks and Skill Level
Krahn and Lowe

Low skills, low engagement

Match

High skills, high engagement

Match

Skills Loss:

Low skills, high engagement

Skills deficit

The Evidence

High skills, low engagement

Skills surplus

Low engagement
High engagement
Low skills
Medium to high skills

Below the median
Above the median
Levels 1 and 2
Levels 3 and 4/5
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Cognitive Skills Mismatch based
on Krahn and Lowe method
40

40

35
35

High skill/high
engagement

30
30
25

Low skill/low

25

High
skill/high engagement
engagement

20

Low skill/low engagement

20

Low skill/high engagement

15

Low skill/high
engagement

High skill/low engagement

15

10

5
10

High skill/low
engagement

0

5

Prose literacy Document
Numeracy
Problem
scales and
literacy skills
skills and
solving skills
0
writing
and
reading Numeracy
numeracy
and
solving
skills Problem
Document
Prose
literacy
skills and
and
numeracy
literacy skills
scales and
engagement
engagement
engaement
combined
combined
engaement
and reading
writing
engagement
engagement

engagement

engagement

Technical obsolescence of
human capital
affects the skills of workers and refers to:
(1) the wear of skills due to the natural
aging process, injuries or illness, or
(2) the atrophy of skills due to career
interruptions or as a result of
specialisation.

Learning a Living : The First Results of the Adult Literacy and Life Skills
Survey, 2005
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Kohn and Schooler (1977) found that the
cognitive capacities of men with simple and
repetitive jobs deteriorated.

Adam Smith: The Wealth of
Nations
Division of labour led to greater productivity
• Greater skill and dexterity when

“Work affects people’s values, self-conceptions, orientation
to social reality, even their intellectual functioning.”

specializing in specific tasks
• No time loss switching between tasks
• Invention of machines and tools

Brain research: The functional organization of
the brain and the mind depends on and benefits
positively from experience.

Integral to the development of modern
organizations

Frederick Winslow Taylor
Henry Ford

How People Learn: Brain, Mind, Experience, and School,
National Research Council
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Changes in division of labour driven
by technological change (ICT)

Skill loss and unemployment
Beblo and Wolf estimate depreciation of human capital at 33%
a year

Learning and retention
Importance of fluency and mastery

Cost of
communication

Division of
labour

Production
costs

Skill levels

Cognitive skills, learning and aging
Complementary effect of
organizational change

Slide
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Milgrom and Roberts (1990 )
Lindbeck and Snower (2000
Aghion et al . (1999 )
Lex Borghans
Bas ter Weel (2004)
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“The man whose whole life is spent in performing
a few simple operations, of which the effects too
are perhaps always the same……has no
occasion to exert his understanding, exercise his
inventiveness in finding out expedients to
removing difficulties… He naturally loses the
habit of such exertion, and generally becomes as
stupid and as ignorant as it is possible for a man
to become.”
Adam Smith
Remedy: Public education
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Collateral Effects
•Isolation and alienation, boredom
•Physical and psychological consequences
•Loss of productivity, absenteeism and turnover

Changes in workforce
•More highly educated
•More diverse
•Decline in work ethic
•More emphasis on leisure and self expression
•Sense of entitlement
•Instant returns
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Distribution of Autonomy Needed and
Provided

Job Redesign

Number of Individuals

Job
Enlargement
(breadth)

Jobs

Job Enrichment
(depth)

People
Additional tasks
Job rotation

Skill variety
Task identity
Task significance
Autonomy
Feedback
Hackman and Oldman

Desired outcomes

Amount of Autonomy

Improved performance
Heightened satisfaction
Reduced absenteeism and turnover

Thomas W. Malone , The Future of Work
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Empowerment

Participation

Common types of work teams
Greater autonomy to employees by
providing relevant inforamtion and
control over the factors affecting job
perfomance

Mental and emotional involvement in
group situations that encourages
workers to contribute to group goals
and to share responsibility

Quality Improvement Structured employee participation groups in
Teams/Quality
which employees from a particular work
Circles:
area meet regularly to identify and suggest
improvements to work -related problems .
Self-Directed Work
Teams:

The work group (in some cases acting
without a supervisor ) is responsible for work
in its area of the fab , and it makes decisions
about task assignments and work methods .

Cross-Functional
Teams:

Structured employee participation groups in
which employees from multiple work areas
meet regularly to identify and suggest
improvements to problems .
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Reengineering (business process
reengineering) is the redesign of a vertical
organization along it horizontal workflows and
processes. The emphasis is on core
processes that cut across the organization
and involve teams of workers rather than
focusing on narrow jobs.

Job Analysis
Purposes and
applications

Methods

Reviews of occupational
classification systems,
Interviews of incumbents or
Determination of
Duties and tasks,
supervisors,
training needs and Work environment,
curriculum design, Tools and equipment, Expert panels,
Structured questionnaires,
Compensation,
Relationships,
Selection,
Knowledge, skills and Task inventories and check lists,
Performance review ability requirements Open-ended questionnaires,
Observation,
Incumbent work logs

Flexible manufacturing systems
•Computer-aided design
•Computer-aided manufacturing
•Integrated Information Network
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Scope
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Comparison of Organization Characteristics
Associated with Mass
Production and Flexible Manufacturing
Characteristics

Manufacturing

Types of task analysis models
I nvestigates

Flexible manufacturing

Structure
Span of control

Wide

Hierarchical levels

Many

Narrow
Few

Tasks

Routine , repetitive

Adaptive, craftlike

Specialization

High

Low

Decision -making

Centralized

Decentralized

Overall

Bureaucratic ,
mechanistic

Self-regulating ,
organic

Interactions

Standalone

Teamwork

Training

Narrow, one time

Broad and frequent

Expertise

Manual, technical

Cognitive , social
Solve problems

Worker
Oriented

work behaviors and associated tasks. Involves
discussions with incumbents, observations of job tasks
performed , interviews with workers and supervisors, and
surveys to determine the criticality of tasks and the knowledge
and skill requirements. The Position Analysis Questionnaire
(PAQ) and the Occupational Analysis Inventory

Job oriented

A systematic process for collecting information about the
highly specific and distinct tasks required for particular jobs.
Relies on employees and supervisors who state the step-bystep sequence of job tasks and an auditor .
Task Inventory Analysis, DACUM and V-TECS

Cognitive

Determines the thought processes workers follow to perform
the tasks and identify the knowledge needed to perform the
tasks at various levels. Examines worker behavior in problemsolving situations. Relies on the techniques of observation and
interview.

Human Resources

Task Analysis Strategies and Practicesby
Bettina Lankard Brown(1998)

Nemetz and Fry , Flexible
Manufacturing Organizations , 1988.
Abridged version
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Job Changes Due to Shifts in Organization
and Management
Element

Old System

New system

Workplace
organization

Hierarchical
Function/specialized
Rigid

Job design

Narrow
Do one job
Repetitive/simplified/
standardized
Specialized
Command/control systems

Flat
Networks of multi/crossfunctional teams
Flexible
Broad
Do many jobs
Multiple responsibilities

Employee skills
Workforce
management
Communications
Decision making
responsibility
Direction

Top down
Need to know

Widely diffused
Big picture

Chain of command

Decentralized

Standard/fixed operating
procedures

Procedures under
constant change
High

Narrow

Broad

Worker autonomy
Employee knowledge
of organization

Multi/cross-skilled
Self-management

Contingency: What works in one setting
might not work in another.
Diversity and complexity of applications
Job design part of a bundle of human
resource practices including training
and compensation and can involve
fundamental changes
Requires a long term view and a sound
business case
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Critical Success Factors
· usually powerful external pressures
· strong recognized “business case”
· companies and unions need to have knowledge
of new forms of work organisation and their
benefits.
· companies and workers need a clear view of the
desired end results
· extensive communication and consulting with
workers
· “tailoring” the new forms of work organisation
to own special circumstances.

Slide
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Critical Success Factors (continued)
· companies must have the necessary resources
· new systems of performance measurement and
control needed
· the process of changed must be developed
continuously, in a comprehensive, integrated
way and in a step-by-step fashion
Source: New Forms of Work Organization and Productivity, Business
Decisions Limited for the European Commission abridged
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Benefits of New Forms of Work
Organization
Benefits for companies include:
· improvements in operating efficiency;
· increases in market-place performance and
customer satisfaction;
· enhancements in product and process innovation;
· more effective exploitation advanced technologies
and faster response to changes in the business
environment.
Benefits for employees include:
· protection and creation of jobs and
· improvements in the quality and the content of work.
New Forms of Work Organization and Productivity, Business Decisions Limited for
the European Commission abridged

Slide
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Work Organization Issues and Public Policy
Issue

Response

Knowledge Gaps
What works
Rate of return and overall
benefits

Demonstration projects, information exchange
Research, surveys etc.
Role for partnerships and the private sector, sector
councils etc.

Technical Tools
Job analysis, skills
assessment

This is an area where government support and private
sector partnerships have worked well. The Essential Skills
project is a recent example. DACUM and GATB are
historical examples. Potential for a high level of
partnership. Many private products and suppliers.

Technical capacity

This is a possible area for support especially for SMEs.
Many private suppliers.

Process issues
Labour/management
Corporate culture

Sector councils and sector studies
Associations and business organizations
Canadian Labour and Business Centre
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Rob Despins
Rob focussed on job design from a specific company perspective. He explained why Standard
Aero believes that an approach to work which results in more autonomy for workers,
expectation of some multi skilling and an emphasis on teamwork and communication, results
in greater development of human potential at work and in the community. He also described
some of the rewards and challenges for supervisors, managers and employees when jobs are
broader in scope and responsibility.
Rob’s comments:
Currently there is a great deal of concern in all of Canada around the shortage of skilled
labour. The Canadian labour force is predicted to experience shortages due to greater worker
demand than worker availability and skill demands that cannot be met by the existing
workforce. Approaches that can be utilized to combat skills shortages include:
♦ upgrading skills,
♦ reducing emigration and increasing immigration and
♦ revising workplace and human resource management patterns.
The last point is of increasing interest to employers and workers and it is here that ideas on
job design can be incorporated.
While much of the essential skills activity is focused on upgrading worker skills through
training, research suggests that protecting this training investment will require a change in HR
management practices. Current job design approaches create specialized jobs with narrow
scopes and an under utilization of the full range of essential skills. This is evidenced by a trend
toward skill loss by young workers after a few years in the work place. In these cases, the
work place is essentially undoing the good work of the school or other training system.
Job design refers to the way work is organized. How a job is designed has a major effect on
the retention of workers' skills once they enter the workplace, degree of job satisfaction,
worker retention and productivity. Jobs may be organized by task or by skill sets. Organizing
by task narrows the scope of the skills required and may not utilize an individual's full
potential. Organizing jobs by skill set enriches the work experience by creating opportunities
for individual achievement and recognition by broadening the scope of the skills required and
increasing responsibility and accountability.
In addition to job design, simple HR planning tools such as a skills matrix can support the
multi-skilling of workers which helps maintain their essential skills and provide them with a
flexible skill set to adapt to changing labour market needs.
Designing jobs to include some element of team work, communication and thinking skills
including critical thinking, problem solving and decision making is of paramount importance for
maintaining essential skills of workers. The most successful organizations in today’s market
place are those that have adopted and support multi-skilling approaches.
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Greg Maruca
Greg asked delegates to consider the impact of job enlargement/enrichment in the
union environment and on the collective bargaining process. Greg explored issues of
worker preparation and compensation and the role of unions in decision making around
the design of jobs.
Greg’s comments:
The comments that “Unions need to get into the education business” and “It is not if there will
be lay-offs, but when and where.” should be a wakeup call for unions, and employers and
governments should take notice as well. The impact of change and lay-offs may be different
for private sector and public sector unions, but there will be change and how essential skills
are viewed and utilized will influence the results of the change. Essential skills are not an issue
for most businesses, industries and unions, until they are in trouble.
Regarding job design, I would be surprised if there has been any real discussion of the impact
on union members of changing how jobs are designed and what plan of action labour should
pursue. So, without taking a position, I will suggest some issues that need reflection:
1. If a workplace re-designs a job so that there is a requirement for increased usage of
level 3 and 4/5 skills, what is the impact on compensation? If a 1% increase in literacy
skills usage translates into an increase of 1.5% in GDP and 2.5% in productivity, then
one would expect this to translate into an increase in pay.
2. What happens to a worker whose job requirements change resulting in the need for
increased levels of essential skills when the worker’s skills aren’t at the level required in
the revised job? We have examples where, when the knowledge required has
increased, workers were given a year to get the new credentials or to be let go.
3. What if a worker lost their skills because they weren’t required or used and needs
refresher courses before taking the required education courses? Employees may need
an opportunity to re-build their skills.
4. What happens to those who can’t make the necessary adjustment from practical, task
oriented skills to a multi-skilled environment?
5. Since most employers are only spending about 2.5% on training, do we need to
formalize collective bargaining language to ensure the required budget monies are
available to keep the workforce skilled up and in possession of current, transferable,
skills. Some unions have negotiated this concept as it relates to technological skills.
There are examples in every region of Canada where a company let technology lapse
and decided to close a plant because they couldn’t afford to re-tool.
6. What do we do about companies that are short sighted and refuse to work with the
workforce to keep them skilled?
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7. What should the unions’ role be in job design? We see changes in job descriptions
moving to asking for skills vs. educational attainment, but not done as part of job
design. We don’t normally have an equal say at the bargaining table sometimes
because of management rights and sometimes because of restrictive legislation. Our
situation has usually been that once a job description is approved we may not
challenge the rate of pay.
8. What about government polices that concentrate training dollars on disenfranchised
workers and provide little or no training funds for employed workers, even when
employed workers may be in lay-off sensitive workplaces. We could get a revolving
door approach where existing workers don’t have the new skills and are laid-off to be
replaced by re-tooled disenfranchised workers.
9. How do we put issues around essential skills integration and job design high up on a
union’s agenda? There is a lot of rhetoric on the issues but we usually want someone
else’s money to move forward…very similar to companies. When we move the issue it
is usually in a promotions way. This isn’t to say there aren’t union sponsored or joint
essential skill training programs, but once again the programs are usually in reaction to
crisis or need and/or to fulfill an employer’s agenda.
10. The issue remains, how do we move to what is required while protecting our members
until we get there? And how do we do this when an employer isn’t in crisis? I’ve never
heard a member in my 25 – 30 years in the union say, “So Greg, how does the macro
issue of essential skills impact on GDP and productivity growth and how does that
affect me?” At the bargaining table we discuss pay, increases in duties, responsibilities.
Employer’s look at jobs as paying for exactly what is required. We deal with downward
re-classifications not with how jobs can be re-designed.
11. Are unions for job enlargement, job enrichment? It probably goes without saying that
we want our members to have the skills required not only for job security at their
workplace, but also in their whole life.

Greg Maruca & Rob Despins
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SESSION 4:
BC LICENSED PRACTICAL NURSE PROGRAM
Presenters:

Gordon MacDonald, Executive Director, BC College of LPN’s

Overview:
The BC College of Licensed Practical Nurses (LPN’s) has undertaken a project to enrich
the training of LPN’s in BC. By encouraging higher levels of literacy and essential skills
and multi-skilling in academic training, graduates are better prepared to be effective in
their work. The College also works with employers to encourage the full utilization of the
available skills so that both employers and LPN’s benefit from the enriched training.
Gordon MacDonald outlined for delegates, the mandate and mission of the College and the
current education picture. He then explained the impact of new requirements for certification
of LPN’s. These requirements are determined by a Board, which governs certification. New
requirements include a longer basic education component in some jurisdictions and, in BC, a
pharmacology competency component, something that many LPN’s may have difficulty
achieving without some assistance. To this end, the BC College of LPN’s has developed a self
assessment tool to allow LPN’s to determine how much upgrading they require and in which
areas, in order to be fully competent in the pharmacology discipline.
Gordon also discussed the move toward national competencies and the role of the College, as
part of an inter-provincial project that includes Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba, in
assisting with the development of these competencies.
Mentoring and preceptoring initiatives are seen as an excellent way to ensure smooth
integration of new graduates into a work situation as well as the seamless transition of
employed LPN’s who may be moving from one level of patient care to another. Recognizing
the value of these types of programs, the BC College of LPN’s has initiated a training program
for mentors and preceptors. The program has proven to be a great success, providing spin-off
benefits to employers in the increased interpersonal skills of trained mentor/preceptors.
Overall, Gordon’s message was one of the necessity of preparing workers and future workers
for an increasingly complex workplace. Integrating essential skills into training programs and
encouraging multi skilling will help to increase the opportunities for gaining and retaining
employment.
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Examinations
WWestnet conference 2005

Candidates outside of BC
Germany 1
Great Britain 2
Hong Kong 1
India 1
Iran 1
Philippines 14
Poland 1
Sweden 1
United States 8

College of Licensed Practical Nurses of
British Columbia
June 2, 2005

14

Britain

10

Hong Kong

8

India

6

Iran

4
2
0
Country
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Germany

12

Philippines
Poland
Sweden

04A

Mandate

The LPN profession has a national
exam which must be passed
successfully by anyone wishing to
enter into the profession.

It is the duty of the College at all times:
to serve and protect the public
to establish, monitor, and enforce standards of practice
to enhance the quality of practice and reduce incompetent,
impaired, or unethical practice amongst registrants
to establish and maintain a continuing competency program to
promote high practice standards amongst registrants
to establish, monitor, and enforce standards of professional
ethics amongst registrants

Slide
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Slide 04 illustrates the diversity of
candidates who wrote the exam in
2004 in BC.
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Our Mission
The College is responsible for regulating the
profession of licensed practical nurses in the
public interest

Education
–
–

50 week program
Entrance requirements:
Grade 12 english
Biology
Math
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Presently in BC the Generic LPN
program is 50 weeks in length.
Slide 05 shows the entrance
requirements for a basic Practical
Nurse program.

Competency Profile
In collaboration with Alberta,
Saskatchewan and Manitoba
Clearly articulate the
competencies of the profession
Assists educators in developing
relevant curriculum
Assists employers in properly
utilizing staff

07A

Self-Assessment for Practice
Pharmacology
Requirement
Math skills self-test
Study guide
Case Scenarios
Inventory of CE
courses

06A

As a further reflection of the requirement
for increased skills, the Board of the
CLPNBC, in 2003, decided that all LPN’s
would need pharmacology competencies
to register in 2006. To make this
requirement as attainable as possible
and to assist registrants with making the
transition, the College developed a SelfAssessment tool for assessing
competencies. The tool allows an
individual to test their math skills and
lists an inventory of resources available
to assist registrants with the upgrading.
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In many other jurisdictions the
basic education program has
increased to 18 months based on
the need to learn more skills, which
reflects the increased complexity of
care levels required for clients in
the healthcare system.
Slide
06
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The CLPNBC worked on a joint project with
MB, SK, and AB to identify entry level
competencies in each jurisdiction. Funded by
the Federal government, through Health
Canada, it built on a project undertaken by
the College of LPN’s in AB. 120 LPN’s across
BC were asked to attend three two day
forums held in Vancouver, Prince George
and Victoria to review the AB competency
profile and validate the competencies which
are the same in BC. It is hoped the project
will be the catalyst to uniform competencies
across the country, assuring the public of the
same nursing care regardless of location.
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Mentoring/Preceptoring
Support for new graduate LPN’s
–
–
–

Train seasoned staff to support new LPN’s into the workforce
8 hour course
legacy
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Developing and implementing a mentoring
/preceptoring process for recent grads and
LPN’s moving into a new work setting. Many
new grads have not been able to
consolidate their education; the program will
support them in being recruited and
retained. An 8 hour course for seasoned
nurses to understand their role as a mentor,
what is expected of them and what the new
nurse can expect, the program can be
delivered as one 8 hour day or in two hour
sessions over a four day period. Success of
the program is such that it is leaving a
legacy in facilities that have utilized it and
some employers are able to use these new
skills with other training needs.
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The CLPNBC has recently begun to
support the use of the CELBAN language
assessment tool for verifying language
requirements for LPN’s. The tool which
was funded by the Federal Government
and provinces is based on language
requirements that are workplace related,
making it more relevant than previous
tools used for this purpose.

Slide
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Canadian English Language
Benchmark for Assessing Nurses

College of Licensed Practical Nurses
of BC.

Alternative to TOEFL and TSE testing for
IEN’s
Based on required workplace language

Thank You!
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SESSION 5:
DELEGATE RESPONSES
Round Table Session

Overview:
In round table discussion groups, delegates were asked to respond to the questions
below. Responses were collated and the results e-mailed to delegates two days
following the conference.
1. Given what you have heard today, what are the major implications for your domain?
2. What are the policy and program implications for your domain?
3. The information you received today has, hopefully, increased your awareness of the
link between workplace literacy and essential skills and the economy. What do you
need next, to be able to move from awareness to action?

Question 1
Given what you have heard today, what are the major implications for your domain?
Government
♦ need to raise awareness of the link between ES levels, and health and the economy.
♦ need for comprehensive strategy (federal, provincial, territorial) to be developed to
encourage:
o incorporation of ES into public education.
o integration of ES into all curriculum design
o integration of ES in technical training courses
♦ hold a forum in AB that focuses on higher-level language training for immigrants and how
to incorporate essential skills into programming. Include this potential to combine
language training and essential skills in calls for proposals for innovative ESL programs.

Education/training
♦ IALSS/ALL results need to be disseminated. They provide fuel for making the case for ES
integration/development.
♦ confirms that essential skills form the basis of other skill acquisition.
♦ need to see results of Aboriginal sample – out in the Fall.
♦ may need specialized courses for Aboriginal population.
♦ Aboriginal workers need to be included along with immigrants and youth to meet needs.
♦ need systemic changes to meet recruitment challenges in Aboriginal communities – lack
role models – need to mentor and support any youth who are ready now.
♦ partnerships continue to be of prime importance.
♦ important to formalize the life long learning concept and process and embed it into
students’ thinking during their formative years.
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♦ instead of starting as foundational level in Basic Education and thinking the workforce is
13 years away, it is better to integrate ES into BE from early on. (real workplace
documents and tasks)
♦ anyone entering a technical training program with an ES shortfall will not be able to cope;
therefore, ES must be addressed before and during tech training.
♦ ES are an issue for immigrants not just ESL. ES must be integrated into ESL programs to
make people ready for work.
♦ immigrant language training proposals need to have an increased focus on essential skills.
♦ need to review trades curriculum at the Ministry level.
♦ these sessions (Measuring Success) provide trainers with a concrete way to talk to
employers (ROI). Employers talk about shortfalls - team work, communication, problem
solving, etc. IALSS/ALLS provides a common language.
♦ Canadian Trucking Human Resources Sector Council links document use to safety issues,
which catches attention of industry.
♦ to provide workers with transferable skills the CTHRC encourages training of Document
Use skills not rote memory of how to complete one specific document.
♦ under funding needs to be addressed. Know what to do but more $$ needed.
♦ IALSS results provide an advocacy tool to get more $$.
♦ links to industry are very clear.
♦ literacy training may gain credibility by being tied to the workplace.
♦ programming needs to be targeting employed people as well as unemployed people.
♦ will consider approaching the City of Regina Council, an employer, to change the focus of
training to essential skills. Move to a political level. Concentrate on areas where there is
most impact.
♦ information from the day will help to frame questions for workplace/workforce project
focus groups.
♦ there are major implications for early childhood development and for parents.

Workplace/workforce
♦ if 64% of people lacking skills are employed, need to shift focus to programs for the
employed.
♦ if return to work is 9 weeks for higher skilled, 38 weeks for lower skilled workers it would
be better to invest EI monies into ES rather than technical skills (a learning agenda rather
than a return to work agenda).
♦ workforce is skilled but need fundamentals.
♦ job design, workplaces are changing and ES are the key for coping. Must make training
part of the job.
♦ information on job design emphasized impact of the lack of a cohesive training/HR
approach in a workplace.
♦ need systematic approach to the skills the workforce needs.
♦ still too much focus on training for upper band employed workers. Need to focus on lower
levels.

Labour
♦ worker education, especially with new equipment and technology, is needed for workers to
be up to speed. Over the years cutbacks resulted in less current on the job skill training.
♦ focus is often on service delivery not skill training.
♦ mentorship very important.
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Question 2
What are the policy and program implications for your domain?
Policy
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

keep socio-economic policy planning in the forefront.
government must get the message out.
need to integrate new with existing policies.
“pathways” to success required.
more urgency to the issue.
associations and unions must provide information to members.
develop partnerships between educators and workplaces.
change needed to secondary schools – maybe trade certification should be available
before graduation.
broaden and redefine ‘literacy’, current definition is too narrow.
basic literacy skills should be available from paid people, not just volunteers. More funding
is needed.
consider increased dollars for Early Childhood Education training course development
incorporate ES into adult learning strategies.
need new/revamped approaches to human capital investment/ EI fund uses / work share
fund.
improve information for immigrants prior to arrival in Canada, better management of
expectations.
assessment prior to arrival so that required upgrades are identified and programs located.
encourage federal/provincial support for partnerships with private industries organizations
and associations.
Include Aboriginal people in the discussions.

Program
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

enhance existing resources.
incorporate ES into ABE courses.
embed essential skills training into language training.
implement a more structured method of integrating ES into curriculum.
will be able to make clients in 10 programs aware of ES issues.
could effect some change if HRSDC made the ES part of the program content and
provided resources.
♦ could utilize resources for staff to self assess and for career planning.
♦ require significant lead up time to change programs.
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Question 3
The information you received today has, hopefully, increased your awareness of the
link between workplace literacy and essential skills and the economy.
What do you need next to be able to move from awareness to action?
Macro Level:
♦ development of a culture of training in the Canadian workplace.
♦ inclusion of ES components in any RFP’s aimed at Aboriginal or immigrant training.
♦ greater union involvement, i.e. literacy resolutions are kept to the last agenda and rarely
debated.
♦ support for business and industry to get more involved in coming to the table.
♦ training programs for mentors – make coaching part of the workplace culture
♦ government needs to acknowledge and support lower paid but employed people who lack
essential skills.
♦ funding and road map in place to help those who lack essential skills improve their skill
level.
♦ substantial finding for long term upgrading.
♦ more practitioners who have workplace expertise, tools to shift from classroom to
workplace.
♦ an ES campaign as ubiquitous as the seat belt campaign.
♦ sustained government funding for literacy and ES.
♦ a strategy for engaging small and medium sized business.
♦ ongoing and sustainable funding for public institutions.

Micro Level:
♦ more information sessions on IALSS/All and the implications of the results.
♦ tools and a strategy for essential skills integration into training and assessment of same
e.g. TOWES pre and post, for 3 domains but need tools to assess other domains.
♦ trade fair to demonstrate and display tools, resources and best practices.
♦ a vehicle for info sharing/ a clearing house of available tools resources and best practices.
♦ funding for:
o awareness at the plant/workplace level
o workplace program development and delivery
o research at the micro/workplace level
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SESSION 6:
KEYNOTE ADDRESS
Presenter:

Brigid Hayes

Overview:
Delegates were very fortunate to have Brigid Hayes as the end of day keynote speaker.
Brigid, presenting on behalf of Shirley Seward, CEO of the Canadian Labour and
Business Centre, ended the day on an inspirational note. Recapping the major messages
of the day, she clarified for delegates how the information in those messages can be
used to positively influence education, training programs, human resource practices and
government policy. Drawing on her many years of experience in government and as the
Director, Labour of the Canadian Labour and Business Centre, Brigid emphasized the
importance of all stakeholders; business, labour, education and government, working
together to effect change.
Brigid’s comments were as follows:
It gives me great pleasure to be here today – the invitation to present on behalf of my CEO,
Shirley Seward, gives me the opportunity to maintain my record of 100% attendance at
WWestnet events. Shirley had hoped to be here today and regrets that she had to change her
plans at the last moment.
It is significant that this event brings WWestnet full circle – it was the original IALS data that
helped to mobilize action around literacy issues in western Canada and which was the focus of
the first WWestnet event – the 1995 “Bottom Line on Basics.” Now, 10 years later, we have
spent the day discussing the latest statistical information about literacy and considering, once
again, the bottom line on basics.
This afternoon, I want to focus on connecting the information and knowledge that we have
gathered from the data to the challenges faced by real workers in real workplaces. I’m not
sure I can be ‘inspirational’ as promised in your program but I will certainly give it my best
shot.
One thing I will not be debating are the numbers or even trying to interpret them – I wouldn’t
dare do that in the presence of Doug Giddings and Scott Murray.
My perspective is based on 14 years of being involved in developing and fostering workplace
literacy partnerships. It is based on my own observations of what works in workplaces to
assist in improving workers’ skills and what works in terms of forging partnerships.
My perspective has been enriched over the past year and a half by my work at the Canadian
Labour and Business Centre. The CLBC has built a unique national forum for dialogue and
research on Canadian labour market and skills issues. Founded in 1984, the CLBC is a centre
for business-labour dialogue and consensus building. We believe that effective public policy in
labour market and skills issues requires broadly based stakeholder engagement. In addition to
labour and business, the Centre enjoys active Board participation from federal, provincial, and
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territorial governments, and from universities and community colleges. This combination has
enabled the Centre to build a unique Canadian forum. Throughout our history, we have been
recognized for our balanced and inclusive approach. Whether exploring human resource issues
in different sectors of the economy, analyzing new workplace arrangements, or surveying
private and public sector leaders about their policy priorities and practices, the Centre engages
all parties constructively.
From this vantage point, I would like to deal with three issues – the nuances surrounding the
ALLS data particularly as they relate to the workplace, the need for a national strategy, and
the development of partnerships.
Issue 1: ALLS Data
We have heard how the findings from the Adult Literacy and Life Skills Survey point out that
success in today’s knowledge economy requires continuous learning, but that literacy barriers
will prevent this from happening for a large number of Canadians. The new survey also
confirms what previous literacy research has shown, that is, that there are many
improvements to be gained by raising literacy levels, in areas of health, poverty,
unemployment and immigrant settlement. And, we know that literacy pays off in the
workplace. Literacy skills were shown to have a large impact on earnings in all of the
participating countries, including Canada. But do we get it? Or, more specifically, do business
and labour get it?
Our 2002 survey of private and public sector managers and
labour leaders showed that the problem of literacy may be a
“hidden” problem. For instance, we asked business and labour
leaders to rate 39 different challenges facing the economy and
labour market – everything from international competitiveness, to
taxes, health care issues, and skill shortages. Included in the list
of 39 challenges was the following item:
•

Inadequate literacy skills among current workers

For each of the 39 challenges, managers and labour leaders were
asked to say whether they thought the issue was a “serious
problem,” a “moderate problem” or “not a problem.” We then
ranked the 39 challenges according to the percentage who
thought it was a serious problem.

…out of the 39 issues,
the literacy item was
NOT in the top 10. In
fact, it was NOT in the
top 20.
Only 15% of private
sector managers said that
inadequate literacy skills
among current workers,
was a serious problem –
ranking 31st out of 39
issues.

So what did we discover about managers’ and labour leaders’ views on literacy?
For starters, we saw that out of the 39 issues, the literacy item was NOT in the top ten.
In fact, it was NOT in the top 20.
Only 15% of private sector managers said that inadequate literacy skills among current
workers, was a serious problem – ranking 31st out of 39 issues. Slightly more public sector
managers – 23% – said it was a serious problem, but only ranking 25th out of 39 issues. As for
labour leaders, 23% said it was a serious problem, but still only ranking 30th out of 39 issues.
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While managers and labour leaders might disagree on many issues, on the issue of literacy,
their views are remarkably similar. For the most part – and certainly in relation to other issues
facing the economy and labour market – they do not see the literacy skills of current workers
as a serious problem.
But, the ALL survey results tell us otherwise. Here are a few selected examples to highlight
this point:
•

The challenges of competing in global markets and adopting technological,
process, and organizational innovations place a premium on the capacity of
individuals to adapt to changes in the workplace (p.108).

•

“A large number of adults, well over three million Canadians aged 16 to 65, have
problems dealing with printed materials and most likely identify themselves as
people who have difficulty reading” (from the Daily, Statistics Canada).

•

A large proportion of adults with poor foundation skills are still not being reached
by organized forms of adult education and training (p.81). In all countries, there is
a substantial difference between the participation rates of those with the lowest
and highest levels of literacy (p.84).

•

In Canada, high skilled adults are nearly five times more likely to be active informal
learners than low skilled adults (p.88).

•

In all countries, employees who engage the most in literacy practices at work are
more likely to enrol in employer-sponsored training than those with the lowest
engagement (p.93).

Does this apparent “disconnect” between the reality of literacy in Canada and perceptions of
literacy held by managers and labour leaders matter? Well of course it does, and for three
very important and related reasons.
First, skill shortages are seen as a top issue among managers and labour leaders in both the
public and private sectors (top five issues for managers and top 10 for labour leaders). The
majority of employers and labour leaders we surveyed said skill shortages are a serious
problem.
Second, when asked what the most important action would be in addressing their skill
requirements, both managers and labour leaders said, “Upgrading the skills of current
employees” – this was the number one action from a list of 15. Not downsizing, not
contracting out, not using new technology – but upgrading skills.
Third, we asked managers and labour leaders about a variety of problems they might
encounter in trying to meet their future skill requirements. We asked them to rate 13 potential
problems, a list that included “low worker literacy will impede training/upgrading.” Where do
you think literacy ranked out of the 13? If you think it ranked as the most important problem,
you would be wrong. If you think it was among the top five problems, you would also be
wrong. If you think it was dead last, you would also be wrong – but close. The perception
that, low worker literacy skills would impede training/upgrading, ranked 12th out of the 13
potential problems listed.
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Interestingly enough, the lowest ranked problem in terms of meeting skill requirements was
“poor information on employees’ current skills.” In other words, managers and labour leaders
think they know what the skill requirements are, and they don’t think they have anything to
do with inadequate literacy skills.
We are currently in the process of launching our next Viewpoints survey. We are extremely
interested in seeing how the new findings compare with our past survey and how they
compare with the information we have from ALLS.
So why is there this disconnect? Perhaps it lies in the inability of some of the ALLS
terminology to have meaning in the workplace. Many people do not frankly believe the
numbers – perhaps because they maintain an understanding of literacy as being the capacity
to read.
I will not get into some of the challenges of definitions today –
suffice it to say that words do matter and for some people literacy
is a stigmatized word that indicates a deficit while for others it is
an empowering word that has been used to mobilize citizenship
participation across the world. Some people are using terms such
as essential skills to get around this concern – but that term has
its own challenges – for some it is too closely linked to employers’
definition of skills while for others, it is more than the HRSDC
established definition. But this is a topic for another day.

People keep the
skills they need and
use, and do not
carry excess skills
with them. The
challenge occurs
when circumstances
change, when we
need more skills.

What many of us over the past years have been attempting to do
is to position literacy skills in a relational way – people need and
seek skills dependent on what they are facing in their daily lives.
People keep the skills they need and use, and do not carry excess
skills with them. The challenge occurs when circumstances change, when we need more skills.
Then we require ‘learning to learn’ skills, access to relevant and timely programs, and an array
of supports to ensure we are successful in our skills upgrading and in having opportunities to
hone those skills through regular use.
However, the current discourse raises the emphasis on level 3 as a static benchmark. For
years, we have been trying to make the case that static measures such as grade 12 are not
particularly useful in the workplace. Grade 12 is not an objective measure for its value lies in
when the person received their grade 12, where they received it, and whether they have ever
used their skills since.
By indicating that everyone needs level 3, we miss the nuances of literacy, especially as it
relates to the workplace. Sometimes people need more than level 3 – sometimes they need
less – to do the tasks that are important to them. Jobs vary in their literacy levels and so by
focusing on level 3, one misses the fact that some jobs – for instance those in the building
trades – require numeracy skills well beyond level 3.
I had a personal reminder of this when I served as a volunteer for an Essential Skills profiling
certification course. No matter how hard I tried to make my job – which is basically a whitecollar office job – sound like it required high level skills – I was unable to produce any
evidence of requiring numeracy skills beyond basic arithmetic and percentages – a level
certainly below level 3.
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The other challenge of the level 3 benchmark is the shorthand we are reduced to using when
talking about the levels. Saying someone is “level 3” implies that they are not, in any way, a
“level 4.” Yet, we know that people who are deemed to be level 3 are there because 80% of
the time they can do level 3 tasks. But, we don’t talk about the fact that they can do level 4,
and even level 5 tasks – just not 80% of the time. The notion of the continuum of literacy,
which we have all strived to promoted, is lost in the CNN-type headline news.
Finally, the labelling of individuals ignores some of the texture of their personal lives. While
national and international snapshots are important, it is equally important to understand these
adults as multi-dimensional individuals who can and do participate in their communities. I
would recommend to you Maurice Taylor’s work on level 1and level 2 learners.
He paints a wonderful picture of people who are able to negotiate life using learning strategies
involving observation, demonstration, and by doing. In everyday life, at home, in the
community and at work, level 1 and 2 learners are actively engaged in informal learning.
Moving from the national snapshots to the individual, when speaking about literacy is not as
smooth as one might think – the nuance and context matter more than the specific literacy
level, especially in the workplace. ALLS helps us initiate the dialogue, but we must also
position ALLS in the context of the workplace. We can do this by employing the wide range of
best practices that workplace practitioners have developed over the years – practices such as
Organizational Needs Assessments (ONAs) which look beyond just the individual worker’s
needs (and in doing so try to avoid the ‘blame the victim’ syndrome) to the needs of the
organization. ONAs help practitioners develop integrated programs, often blending the
reading, numeracy and other key skills into training programs aimed at improving health and
safety, obtaining firm level certification such as ISO and HACCP or individual certification such
as apprenticeship or water worker or waste management certification. Tools such as the
existing Essential Skills profiles or using the methodology to customize profiles help to
demonstrate how literacy skills are used on the job. At the end of the day, it is this
customization and sensitivity to worker and firm needs that will carry the issue forward.
Issue Two: Lack of a National Strategy
The second point I would like to discuss is why literacy, essential skills, basic skills are not part
of a national strategy. In recent years, we have seen an increase in the notion that the
individual is responsible for his or her own learning – whether that is formal learning or
workplace learning. At the same time, we hear that skills are the key to productivity and
Canada’s competitive advantage in the same way as research and development are.
Remember the federal government’s call to action – Knowledge Matters? Yet, we have
national strategies and policies that encourage investments in R&D – but not in human capital
or skills development – those investments we leave to an ad hoc, personal approach.
We are leaving far too much to chance. We know that R&D, skilled immigrants, and a skilled
labour force are all equally critical to our long term future, yet we are unable or unwilling to
provide training and education where and when people want it. This is still the case today
despite Knowledge Matters’ call for a “broad-based, accessible, and comprehensive adult
learning system.”
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In addition, we have paid far too little attention to the nature of jobs in Canada. As ALLS
reports, there are several areas of concern for business and labour:
•

The match or mismatch between job tasks and job skills deficit: when workers with
low literacy skills are in jobs requiring high literacy engagement (these people
presumably could benefit from training) – in Canada – this pertains to 28% of the
labour force (using the measure of problem solving skills and combined reading writing
and numeracy engagement at work – see p.162)

•

Skills surplus: when workers with high literacy skills are in jobs requiring low literacy
engagement (underutilization and potential skills atrophy) – in Canada, pertains to
14% of the labour force.

In the context of demographic crunch and possible skill shortages, we can afford neither of
these two kinds of mismatch.
Another issue of concern to business and labour is immigration. Over the last decade,
immigration has accounted for 70% of Canada’s net labour force growth. In some provinces,
like Ontario, it is 97%. And, in some sectors like manufacturing – immigrants represent more
than 100% of the sectors’ net employment growth.
However, ALLS shows that the average proficiency of
immigrants is significantly lower than Canadian-born (p.209)
and that immigrants’ education and credentials do not
necessarily translate into functional levels of literacy,
numeracy, and problem solving skills in the official languages
of Canada (p.209).
Our Viewpoints survey found that business leaders were well
aware of this. Language barriers was the most commonly
cited problem in terms of barriers to hiring new immigrants –
ahead of the requirements for Canadian work experience and
the problems of transferability of foreign credentials.

The Movement for
Canadian Literacy and ABC
Canada got it right –
unless we have a national
strategy on literacy, we will
continue to provide literacy
training, where it is
provided, as an
afterthought unconnected
to any systematic industrial
plan or national strategy to
achieve social and
economic prosperity.

What are we doing to ensure that skills, once acquired, are
continually used? How can we create ‘literacy-rich’ jobs? How
can we permit people’s skills to become moribund through lack of use (or lack of credentials)
and say we care about our economic prosperity?
The Canadian Labour Congress has called for an industrial strategy that would guide Canadian
investments in our companies in a way that will protect our social infrastructure and will
enable us to act smartly and coherently. A training and education strategy, aimed at
incumbent workers, would fit quite nicely within such a strategy. The Canadian Manufacturers
and Exporters has been pursuing a strategy to have firms understand that there are tangible
business results through literacy. And Knowledge Matters called for a 30% increase in
employer investment in training.
The Movement for Canadian Literacy and ABC Canada got it right – unless we have a national
strategy on literacy, we will continue to provide literacy training, where it is provided, as an
afterthought unconnected to any systematic industrial plan or national strategy to achieve
social and economic prosperity.
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Issue Three: Development of Partnerships
Finally, I would like to talk to you about partnerships. Now I’ve been at this partnership
business for over 15 years and I can tell you it is not an easy row to hoe. However, before we
start saying we need more partnerships or that the partnerships we have now are not
significant enough, let’s take a look at where we have come from. While the ALLS numbers
may not have changed, I can assure you that on the ground there has been significant
change.
In 1989, there were no unions or businesses involved in the issue of literacy. Today we have
almost every union involved and a significant number of employers. Over the past 15 years,
there have been at least 20 or so projects a year dedicated to workplace literacy – 300
projects at least at the national level. Many more are occurring at the regional or local level.
We have examples such as ABC Canada, the Canadian Manufacturers and Exporters, the
Conference Board, sector councils, and the Canadian Labour Congress who have put literacy
on their agendas. Business and labour, many in this room, have integrated literacy into their
ongoing training programs – not as stand-alone ‘literacy’ programs. Annually the Conference
Board of Canada honours companies for excellence in workplace literacy. And of course, this
does not include the thousands of workers who have participated in these programs.
So why is this not visible to the public or to the politicians? We’ve already discussed the
challenge in definitions of literacy, understanding the nuances of the data and in presenting
credible numbers that challenge conventional wisdom. However, I would also suggest, it is
because, in the absence of a national strategy, the only tools available to sustain this activity
is ‘project’ funding – or as I recently heard it referred to, ‘drive-by funding’. This means that
one cannot embed literacy into an ongoing or reliable plan of action. We cannot ensure that
every union and every business association or sector council has someone on staff who cares
about and promotes issues related to literacy. Instead, we have people trying to come up
with something new and different each year. We have projects and partnerships suspended
because we no longer want to play with old players – we want new and different players.
There are various champions out there willing to take on this issue – but the confines imposed
by project funding means that they may never be able to integrate it into their ongoing
activities.
Project funding is what the federal government has been able to offer. Federally, and in most
provinces and territories, individual businesses are not eligible for project funding. Provinces
and territories – the ones responsible for education and training – have also been reluctant to
support workplace activities. Only three provinces support business-labour-government
consortia designed to promote and encourage workplace literacy, and provide funding to
businesses to mount workplace literacy programs. In all these cases, workplace literacy is part
of a larger strategic effort – not just ‘drive-by’.
For example, in Manitoba, workplace literacy is a key component of the province’s move to
create a skilled workforce, while in Nova Scotia, the workplace is seen as a venue for adult
learning that the government believes it is its responsibility to provide.
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Earlier this week, I chaired a session in Toronto that brought business, labour, literacy
practitioners, government, colleges, community groups and private trainers together to
discuss if and how they could move to have literacy training made available to incumbent
workers. It was a remarkable and historic event, since it has been over seven years since such
a meeting has been held, seven years since the provincial government ended its support of
workplace literacy. However, despite good will on all sides and the desire to form a
partnership to put workplace literacy back on the public agenda, the road ahead is difficult.
Who should pay and who is responsible for workplace literacy training continue to challenge
the partnership development in that province. But I am optimistic that the first steps taken
this week will lead to a multi-stakeholder strategy for workplace literacy training.
Building partnerships is not something done overnight. They take time and patience. There
needs to be a good honest understanding of each of the party’s needs and expectations.
Working in partnership is sometimes like working in a foreign country where you don’t know
the language or the culture. It is easy to misunderstand each other, to misjudge or to impute
your own motives on your partner.
And just because the various players agree that something
‘should’ be done does not always mean it ‘can’ be done. We need
to think about the incentives required to bring the parties to the
table. What is in it for each of the parties?

We need to think
about how we can
change a mind set
that sees literacy as
a skill only acquired
during school and
therefore not an
issue for the private
sector.

What is clear is that we cannot use ad hoc tools to achieve
longer sustainability. We need to do a much better job of
communicating the issue, of uncovering the hidden problem, of
demonstrating the benefits (perhaps even necessity) of literacy
investments. Promotion is not enough. We don’t need more tool
kits – we need dedicated resources that will enable busy people
to build and access workplace literacy programs – we need
dedicated resources to hold the hands of business and labour and help them determine how
best they can meet the literacy needs of their employees and members.
We need to think about how we can change a mind set that sees literacy as a skill only
acquired during school and therefore not an issue for the private sector. We need to educate
our MBA’s and HR managers to the concept that literacy and essential skills are embedded in
tasks, that workers may not have all of the requisite skills to succeed, and that management
has a role to play in literacy training in the same way as it does in technical training. Literacy
and essential skills cannot be ‘sold’ like Ivory soap – as a product that everyone must have.
They are part of a complex set of requirements for individual firm and national prosperity.
They are also about being able to participate fully as a Canadian citizen. If we do not
understand and respect the complexity – we take the risk of ‘overselling’ the benefits of
literacy.
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What is CLBC doing about this? We are, by our nature, a business-labour partnership. We
know how hard it is to form and maintain partnerships among
groups that traditionally have been on opposite sides of the
table. We understand that approaches must be pragmatic –
We do need a
business and labour partnerships are rarely altruistic – but
deliberate strategy to
rather are based on clearly identified needs as expressed by
maximize skills, to
both parties. Not every issue has the potential to be the subject
improve our standard
of a partnership.
of living, to increase
CLBC works in many of the areas that are of concern to you –
skills development, skills shortages, and immigration. We are
working with HRSDC to support the Workplace Skills Strategy
and we also are actively seeking to be the Canadian Council on
Learning Work and Learning Knowledge Centre. We are
pursuing this opportunity in recognition that business and labour
– the key workplace partners – have the main stake in ensuring
that workplaces are learning places. Your partnership approach
as reflected by WWestnet, complements our own.

citizenship
participation.
It is about more than
just cajoling people
into action – it’s about
making literacy a
central feature of our
economic and social
strategy.

To conclude – no one group can do it alone – but let’s not use
this mantra as a reason for inaction by any one party. We need to move beyond promotion
and laying the issues on the backs of the workers. We do need a deliberate strategy to
maximize skills, to improve our standard of living, to increase citizenship participation. It is
about more than just cajoling people into action – it’s about making literacy a central feature
of our economic and social strategy. As you leave here today, I wish you the best as you work
towards improving the skills of all workers while ensuring all Canadians can continue to enjoy
our social and economic prosperity.

Brigid Hayes
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Conference Evaluation
Conference participants were asked to evaluate sessions based on the following rating scale:
5 = high / very good

1 = low / poor

June 3, 2005
1

2

3

4

5

Session: IALSS, IALS & PISA (Scott Murray)
quality of presentation
usefulness to you and your organization

Session: Responses to IALSS, IALS & PISA (Panel)
quality of presentations (average rating)
usefulness to you and your organization

Session: Practice Test Questions
Success in terms of increasing your understanding of
IALSS questions & how they are evaluated
usefulness to you and your organization

Session: Combating Skill Loss (Doug Giddings)
quality of presentation
usefulness to you and your organization

Session: Combating Skill Loss (Rob Despins/Greg Maruca)
quality of presentation
usefulness to you and your organization

Session: Case Study – BC College of LPN’s (Gordon MacDonald)
quality of presentation
usefulness to you and your organization

Session: Keynote Address (Brigid Hayes)
quality of presentation
usefulness to you and your organization
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1

2

3

4

5

Conference Success
overall rating

Conference Facilities
overall rating

Conference Organization
0verall rating

Did We Accomplish Our Goals?
To provide you with insight into how successful Canada’s response has been to
the results of the first IALS
To provide you with information regarding how proficient Canadians are in
IALSS and PISA assessed domains compared to citizens of other industrialized
and trading partner nations
To provide you with insight into how the IALSS results are viewed by business,
labour and government
To allow you to experience IALSS type questions
To present information and generate discussion around the role of job design in
workers’ skill development and retention
To leave you with thoughts and ideas around how the information presented in
IALSS and PISA can be used to strengthen Canadian workplaces by influencing
training, human resource practices and government policy
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Comments
Conference Sessions:
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Great conference!
My knowledge of literacy issues has increased 1000%.
Excellent!
Great layout of the booklet provided.
Would have been nice to have a print out of Scott Murray’s slides to follow along.
Excellent time keeping by Linda.
Great data – now what does government plan to do to encourage implementation of
change?
♦ Not enough time for discussion of questions, too rushed.
♦ Would like more information on Aboriginal results and immigrant skills.
♦ Need to get to senior leaders of business.
How Will You Use What You Have Learned?
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

In my future training development and implementation.
To bring awareness and to try to educate business / private sector.
To provide an update to my colleagues.
To discuss how my organization is incorporating essential skills and how skills can be
maintained and enhanced
Organize a workplace literacy conference for the East Kootenay Region of BC
I will be integrating essential skills into the workshops of 5 employment programs working
with multi barriered adults in transition and at-risk youth.
I will be implementing essential skills as part of staff professional development, job
description and appraisals.
I will use it to organize and develop programs for our students and stress more essential
skills development
Will use it in my role as one of the committee members responsible for writing an adult
learning strategy for our territory
Share with my community and with employers in my community

Other
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Great location, great service.
Very well organized.
Another great WWestnet event, thank you
Appreciated the opportunity to network
Very glad I came
Continue the good work in holding these symposiums
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First
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Executive Director
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Resources &
Employment
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Executive Director
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Basic Education
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Coordinator
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ASEP
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Columbia Basin
Alliance for Literacy
Cypress Hills Regional
College
Giddings Consulting
Inc.

Mailing Address
240 Wolf Willow Cr.
Edmonton, AB
PO Box 9460
Victoria, BC
Box 761
Yellowknife, NT
33 Allen Dyne Rd.
Winnipeg, MB
202.1311 Portage Ave,
Winnipeg MB
3100 Foul Bay Rd.
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Box 1049
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655 Bay St. Suite 1010
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Building,
10808 – 99 Ave
Edmonton, AB
5020 – 48th St.
Yellowknife, NT
PO BOX 2503
Westminster BC
#2 1535 – 14th St. RR4
Invermere, BC
129 – 2nd Ave NE
Swift Current SK
198 Cunningham Ave.
Ottawa, ON

P. Code

Telephone

Email

T5T 1T2
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Michael.alpern@gov.ab.ca

V8W 9V8

250 387-8201

X1A 2N6

867 873-9262

Helen@nwtliteracy.ca
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ron_bernard@standardaero.com
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IALSS/ALL
The fundamental goal of the Adult Literacy and Life Skills Survey (ALL) is to shed new
light on the twin processes of skill gain and loss. This [goal] is achieved through
measurement of prose and document literacy of adults, for a second time in some
countries. Further, the study has extended the range of skills measured by adding
problem solving, numeracy and information and communication technology (ICT) skill.
This allows one to examine the profiles of important foundation skills. Thus the study
makes it possible, for the first time, to explore the interrelationships among skill domains
as well as their links to major antecedents and outcomes, such as the quantity and
quality of initial education and skill’s impact on employability, wages, and health.
The ALL study builds on the International Adult Literacy Survey (IALS), the world’s first
internationally comparative survey of adult skills undertaken in three rounds of data
collection between 1994 and 1998. The foundation skills measured in the ALL survey
include prose literacy, document literacy, numeracy, and problem solving. Additional
skills assessed indirectly include familiarity with and use of information and
communication technologies.
Like IALS the ALL defines skills along a continuum of proficiency. There is no arbitrary
standard distinguishing adults who have or do not have skills. For example, many
previous studies have distinguished between adults who are either “literate” or
“illiterate”. In the ALL study …[the] continuum... is used to denote how well adults use
information to function in society and the economy.
Four skill domains are conceptualized in ALL. Two of them, namely prose and document
literacy are defined and measured in the same manner as in IALS. Numeracy and
problem solving are new domains. …
•

Prose literacy – the knowledge and skills needed to understand and use
information from texts including editorials, news stories, brochures and
instruction manuals.

•

Document literacy – the knowledge and skills required to locate and use
information contained in various formats, including job applications, payroll
forms, transportation schedules, maps, tables and charts.

•

Numeracy – the knowledge and skills required to effectively manage the
mathematical demands of diverse situations.

•

Problem solving – Problem solving involves goal-directed thinking and action
in situations for which no routine solution procedure is available. The
problem solver has a more or less well defined goal, but does not
immediately know how to reach it. The incongruence of goals and admissible
operators constitutes a problem. The understanding of the problem situation
and its step-by-step transformation, based on planning and reasoning,
constitute the process of problem solving.
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[The report, Learning a Living], released May 11, 2005 presents an initial set of findings
for a group of seven countries or regions that collected data in 2003. They include
Bermuda, Canada, Italy, Norway, Switzerland, the United States and the Mexican State
of Nuevo Leon. Currently, a second group of countries is in the field preparing for ALL
data collection in 2005.
[Learning a Living] is meant to assist individuals, educators, employers and other
decision makers in four areas:
•

Removing skill deficits that act as barriers to innovation, productivity and
high rates of economic growth;

•

Limiting and reversing social exclusion and income inequality;

•

Reducing the unit cost of delivering public health care and education
services;

•

Improving quality in a broad range of contexts from public services to quality
of life.

Policy makers want to understand the nature of skill deficits and devise mitigating
strategies. The predominance of change requires policy makers to better appreciate the
rates at which skills evolve, the forces that underlie change and the impact that change
will have on key outcomes. In summary, ALL seeks to add to what is known about the
scope of public policy in influencing the level and distribution of skills in society.

(Information on pp. 85-86 adapted from: Learning a Living: First Results of the Adult
Literacy and Life Skills Survey, Ottawa and Paris, Statistics Canada and the Organization for

Economic Co-operation and Development, 2005)
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The ALL assessment was administered in homes by experienced interviewers..., [using a
combination] of educational testing... and household survey research techniques.
Respondents were first asked a series of questions to obtain background information on
a range of variables thought to influence the formation of skill and in turn impact on a
range of educational, social and health outcomes.
Once the background questionnaire was completed the interviewer presented a booklet
containing six simple tasks. If the respondent failed to complete two of these tasks
correctly, the interview was adjourned. Respondents who completed two or more tasks
correctly were given a much larger variety of tasks drawn from a pool of 170 items,
printed in one of eight test booklets... randomly assigned… The assessment was not
timed and respondents were given maximum opportunity to demonstrate their skill
proficiency.
(Further information can be found in Annex B of Learning a Living)
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IALS
The 1994 International Adult Literacy Survey (IALS) was the first multi-country and
multi-language assessment of adult literacy. , the survey's goals were to develop scales
for comparisons of literacy performance among people with a wide range of abilities and
to compare literacy across cultures and languages. Initially conducted in eight
industrialized countries, it was eventually carried out in a total of 20 countries Australia, Belgium (Flanders), Canada, Chile, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland,
Germany, Hungary, Ireland, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Poland, Portugal,
Slovenia, Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom and the United States. IALS
provided the world’s first reliable and comparable estimates of the level and distribution
of literacy skills in the adult population, and offered new insights into the factors that
influence the development of adult skills at home and at work.
The survey was sponsored by the National Literacy Secretariat and the Applied Research
Branch of Human Resources Development Canada and was managed by Statistics
Canada in cooperation with the OECD, Eurostat, and UNESCO. Key support was given by
the U.S. Educational Testing Service, the U.S. National Center for Education Statistics,
and survey and educational researchers in all the participating countries.
The results of the survey shed light on the social and economic impacts of different
levels of literacy, the underlying factors which cause them and how they might be
amenable to policy intervention.
Some of the findings:
•

In Canada, 42 per cent of all adults aged 16 to 65 were at levels 1 or 2 on
the prose literacy scale, while 43 per cent were at levels 1 or 2 on the
document and quantitative scales. These individuals have literacy skills below
what is considered a suitable minimum for coping with demands of everyday
life and work in a complex, advanced society. But even in Sweden, where
average literacy scores were high, 28 per cent of all adults aged 16 to 65
were at levels 1 or 2 on the prose scale.

•

23 per cent of Canadian adults were at level 4/5 on the prose literacy scale.
Sweden was the only IALS country with a larger proportion of adults at this
level, at 32 per cent.

•

Of the countries included in the IALS, Sweden had the highest average
scores on all three scales (from 301 to 306 points) while Chile had the lowest
average scores (from 209 to 221 points).

•

On the prose literacy scale, Canada ranked 5th (at 279 points) behind
Sweden, Finland, Norway and the Netherlands. The United States and the
United Kingdom rank 10th and 13th respectively.
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•

On the document literacy scale, Canada ranked 8th (at 279 points) behind
the Nordic countries, Denmark, Germany and the Czech Republic. Australia
ranked 11th on that scale while the United States and United Kingdom were
further down the list ranking 15th and 16th respectively.

•

On the quantitative literacy scale, Canada ranked 9th (at 281 points), again
below the countries of Northern European and the Czech Republic. Australia
and the United States ranked 12th and 13th respectively, while the United
Kingdom ranked 17th.

•

Overall, Canada ranked amongst the top countries on the prose scale but it
was in the middle of the pack on the quantitative (numeracy) scale.

The distribution of literacy skills within countries also varied considerably. (see Figure 1).
Comparing the range of scores between persons in the 5th percentile (those with low
literacy skills) with persons at the 95th percentile (those with high literacy skills)
provides a measure of the discrepancy in skills within a country during the time of the
IALS. In Canada, the range of scores between the 5th and 95th percentile was
consistently large for prose, document and quantitative literacy.
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PISA
The Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) was developed in 1997 to
provide a common international framework to assess student achievement. OECD
Member countries were interested to examine, on an ongoing basis, the levels of
student achievement in their various education systems, in comparison to other member
countries.
The aim of the PISA studies is to give participating countries information which they can
use to inform decisions around educational practices. PISA studies are conducted every
three years and focus on the performance of 15 year olds. They provide participating
countries with valuable information regarding the extent to which students in their
education system have acquired some of the skills and knowledge they will need in later
life. PISA examines many factors including those which cannot be changed by the
education system such as, socio-economic background, and those that can be changed
by education systems such as school characteristics and how a student approaches
learning.
The PISA 2000 assessment, the first PISA study, included about 314,000 students in 43
countries, 28 OECD countries and 15 partner countries. It was focused on reading
literacy. In that assessment, Canada placed second amongst the OECD countries in
reading performance, behind Finland. The United Kingdom placed seventh, Sweden
placed ninth and the United States was fifteenth.
PISA 2003 surveyed 250,000 students in 41 countries and focussed on mathematics but
also included problem solving, science, reading and approaches to learning and attitudes
toward school. The initial results from the PISA 2003 survey are contained in a report
titled Learning for Tomorrow’s World—First Results from PISA 2003.
PISA approaches the concept of literacy as being not just the ability of students to read,
but also to apply knowledge and skills in order to think critically, solve problems and
effectively communicate solutions.
By the time PISA 2006 is completed, 60 countries will have participated in a PISA
assessment. This participation will represent one-third of the world population.
(The PISA 2003 Assessment Framework—Mathematics, Reading, Science and Problem
Solving Knowledge and Skills www.pisa.oecd.org)
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SIGNIFICANT CHANGES FROM 2000 TO 2003
PISA 2003
2003 Lower Than 2000

2003 Higher Than 2000

Reading

Austria, Iceland, Italy, Ireland,
Japan, Mexico, Spain,
Hong-Kong China,
Russian Federation

PolandLatvia, Liechtenstein

Science

Austria, Canada, Korea, Norway, Belgium, Czech Republic,
Mexico
Finland, France, Germany,
Greece, Poland, Switzerland,
Brazil, Latvia, Liechtenstein,
Russian Federation

Shape and Space Iceland, Mexico

Change and
Relationships
Scale

Thailand

Belgium, Czech Republic, Italy,
Poland, Brazil, Indonesia,
Latvia, Thailand
Belgium, Canada, Czech
Republic, Finland, Germany,
Hungary, Korea, Poland,
Portugal, Spain, Brazil, Latvia,
Liechtenstein

OECD (2004), Learning for Tomorrow’s World: First results from PISA 2003, Tables 2.1c,
2.1d, 2.2c, 2.2d.

(Further information is available at www.pisa.oecd.org)
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Linda Coyle
Ms. Coyle, an experienced facilitator, trainer and public speaker, has worked in the postsecondary education system for many years. In that time, she has been president of the
staff union and president of the faculty union. Ms. Coyle has extensive experience
working with employers, unions and learners, and has worked with teams delivering
workplace-learning programs. Ms Coyle is currently President of the Charter for Public
Education (CPEN), Vice-President of the Association for Women in Post Secondary
Education in BC (WPSE), and Vice-President Emeritus at Kwantlen University College. In
2004 she was on the advisory committee to the National Visible Minority Council on
Labour Force Development’s (NVMCLFD) Workplace Literacy Project. She was the
contributing editor for the project report BUILDING A STRONGER WORKFORCE: Key
Component to Deliver Inclusive, Accessible, and Relevant Workplace Learning.

Rob Despins
Rob Despins is the General Manager, Standard Aero Corporate University a business
venture designed to develop the Human Capital of the Standard Aero Group of
Companies. In this capacity he is responsible for development and delivery of training to
both management and front line staff. Robert was previously the Director of Marketing
Systems for Standard Aero Ltd. in Winnipeg. Robert has been employed with Standard
Aero since 1987 serving in the capacity of Manager of Training, Manager of Employee
Relations, and Operations Manager. Robert is currently a member of the Premier’s
Economic Council for Manitoba and chairs the committee on Renewable Resources. He is
past Chair of the Board for Canadian Manufacturer’s and Exporters, Manitoba Division
and has served on the board for over 10 years. He is a co-chair of WWestnet.

Doug Giddings
Doug Giddings is a labour market specialist and private consultant. For many years he
worked for Human Resources Development Canada in a number of capacities including
Director of Occupational Studies and Director of Human Capital and Education Studies.
During this period he was responsible for a number of labour market and education
surveys funded by HRDC and conducted by Statistics Canada. In 1998 Doug was
appointed the team leader for the Malaysian IT Manpower Requirements Study. The
study included an intensive survey of IT occupations and a qualitative assessment of
human resource issues. As a consultant he has conducted a series of studies into
education and skills. He was project leader for the Canada Background Report on Adult
Learning conducted as part of the OECD Thematic Review on Adult Learning.

Brigid Hayes
In November 2003, Brigid Hayes joined the Canadian Labour and Business Centre,
a national centre for business-labour dialogue and consensus building, as senior
researcher; in 2004 she became the Director, Labour. At the CLBC, Brigid is
engaged in projects related to essential skills, language at work, Foreign Credential
Recognition, and sector studies. She is also responsible for liaison with the labour
constituency. Previously, Brigid was the Program Manager, Business and Labour
Partnerships, with the National Literacy Secretariat, Human Resources
Development Canada, a position she held since 1989.
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Prior to joining the NLS, Brigid was Director of the Voluntary Action Directorate,
Department of the Secretary of State. Brigid also worked for several years as a
consultant in program and policy development with clients from the criminal justice
field, women’s and Aboriginal organizations, and the voluntary sector. Brigid has an
Honours Bachelor of Arts degree and a Master of Arts degree in Canadian Studies.

Colin Heartwell
Colin Heartwell is the Senior Director, Policy and Trade for Canadian Manufacturers
& Exporters, involved in advocacy, research and program development for the
organization. He has a Masters Degree in Economics and has had a highly
successful 30-year career in strategic planning, business creation, investment
financing and regional development. In the 1990’s, Mr. Heartwell was the inaugural
President and CEO of TCInvest, an investment promotion agency in the Turks &
Caicos Islands. Prior to that he was, for several years, a Director General with
Western Economic Diversification Canada. He has also been an Economic
Development Director with the Yukon Government and a lecturer at the University
of British Columbia. Mr. Heartwell has been involved in projects on three continents
and has worked extensively with a broad range of public and private organizations.
He owns an internet solution company and is the owner/director of an independent
entertainment firm.

Karen Jackson
Karen Jackson is the Assistant Deputy Minister, Workplace Skills, Human Resources
and Skills Development Canada (HRSDC). Mrs. Jackson leads program policy and
delivery for National Sector Councils, Apprenticeship, Foreign Credential
Recognition, Essential Skills, Foreign Worker Program and Labour Market
Information. She is also the departmental lead on the development and
implementation of a new Workplace Skills Strategy.
Since joining the federal public service in 1984, Mrs. Jackson has held a number of
progressively senior positions with HRSDC, Indian and Northern Affairs Canada,
Employment and Immigration Canada and the Royal Commission on the Economic
Union and Development Prospects for Canada. She has extensive experience in
policy development and program management, more specifically in the areas of the
labour market, learning, economic development and Aboriginal affairs.

Gordon MacDonald
Gordon MacDonald assumed the position of Executive Director, BC College of
Licensed Practical Nurses in August 2003. Prior to accepting this position, Gordon
was the Program Director of the Healthcare Labour Adjustment Agency, which is
responsible for the delivery of programs and services to health sector employers
and employees. Prior to that he worked as a Labour Adjustment Officer, Transition
Centre Coordinator and Senior Manufacturing Analyst/Industrial Engineer.
Throughout his career, Gordon has provided leadership and support to transition
organizations leading them to growth and expansion. He has been responsible for
developing strategic plans for both non-profit and profit based organizations and
has experience in financial management and budgetary design, government
advocacy, strategic planning, tactical design quality improvement and assurance,
and human resource management.
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Greg Maruca
Greg Maruca is a long-time union activist and staff representative who joined AUPE
as Union Representative, Education, in October 2001. He is responsible for the
operation of all AUPE union education programs, including basic and advanced
steward training and the Union’s labour school. During Greg’s union career, he has
written and delivered numerous educational courses and programs, negotiated
contracts, appeared before arbitration panels as a union representative and sat as
a union nominee on arbitration panels. He was a member of the Manitoba
Federation of Labour Executive for eight years, and has been an active in
promoting literacy and ESL programs over the past 15 years. Greg is a co-chair of
WWestnet.

Scott Murray
Scott Murray is the Deputy Director of the United Nations Educational Scientific and
Cultural Organization (UNESCO) Institute for Statistics. He is responsible for
UNESCO’s program assessing adult and student learning outcomes. Scott is also
the International Study Director for the International Adult Literacy and Skills
Survey (IALSS) known internationally as the Adult Literacy and Lifeskills Survey
(ALL). Prior to joining UNESCO, Mr. Murray was Director General, Social and
International Statistics at Statistics Canada. Mr. Murray has specialized in the
design and conduct of large-scale ad hoc surveys to meet emerging public policy
issues. His own work has included studies of volunteer activities, child care usage,
longitudinal labour market activity and international comparative work in the area
of the assessment of adult skill. Mr. Murray holds an Honors BA in Business
Administration from the University of Western Ontario and is overly fond of claret.

Sue Turner
Sue Turner is currently Training Manager BC Hydro Generation in Vancouver B.C.
Prior to this she was Manager Training & Development with Boeing Canada
Technology, Winnipeg from 2001-2003. From 1992-2001 Sue was Coordinator
Workplace Education, Industry Training Partnerships, Manitoba. Sue has a Bachelor
of Arts from Mount Saint Vincent University, a Graduate Diploma in Adult Education
from University of Alberta and a Certificate in Human Resource Management from
the University of Manitoba. Sue is a certified teacher in Nova Scotia, Newfoundland,
Alberta, and Manitoba. She has been happily married for a significant number of
years and has three wonderful daughters.
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Practice Test Questions

4.2 Problem Solving Example
“Imagine that you live in City A. Your relatives are scattered throughout the country and you would like
to organize a family reunion. The reunion will last 1 day. You decide to meet in City B, which is centrally
located and accessible to all. Since you and your relatives love hiking, you decide to plan a long hike in a
state park close to City B. You have agreed to be responsible for most of the organization.”
♦ Set the date for the reunion
♦ Consider your relatives’ suggestions for the hike
♦ Plan what needs to be done before booking your flight
♦ Answer your relative’s questions about traveling by plane
♦ Book your flight
♦ Make sure your ticket is correct
♦ Plan the trip from City B to the airport
The first task of this project “Set the date for the reunion” is a good example of a typical problem-solving
task and is now shown as it would appear in a test booklet.

4.2 Problem Solving Example

Statistics Canada – Catalogue no. 89-552-MIE, no. 13
2.1.1 Definition
For the purposes of the ALL study, we begin with a very general definition of problem solving as it
is generally understood in psychological research (Hunt, 1994; Mayer, 1992; Mayer and Wittrock,
1996; Smith, 1991).
Problem solving is goal-directed thinking and action in situations for
which no routine solution procedure is available. The problem solver
has a more or less welldefined goal, but does not immediately know
how to reach it. The incongruence of goals and admissible operators
constitutes a problem. The understanding of the problem situation and
its step-by-step transformation, based on planning and reasoning,
constitute the process of problem solving.
This relatively broad definition makes it clear that problem solving is to be understood as a
cognitive process. More specifically, we are exclusively concerned with cognitive-analytical
problem solving. It is not to be confused with the intuitive everyday use of the term or with the
clinical-psychological concept in which problem solving is associated with the resolution of social
and emotional conflicts. Nevertheless, social context is also relevant for our definition of analytical
problem solving, for example when problems have to be approached interactively and resolved
through co-operation. Of course motivational factors such as interest in the topic and task
orientation also influence the problem-solving process. However, the quality of problem solving is
primarily determined by the comprehension of the problem situation, the thinking processes used
to approach the problem, and the appropriateness of the solution.
The problem itself can be characterized by different aspects:
♦

The context can reflect different domains, which may be of a theoretical or a practical
nature, related to academic situations or to the real world. Within these domains,
problems can be more or less authentic.

♦

The scope of a problem can range from working on limited, concrete parts of a task to
planning and executing complex actions or evaluating multiple sequences of actions.

♦

The problem can have a well-defined or an ill-defined goal, it can have transparent
(explicitly named) or intransparent constraints, and involve few independent elements
or numerous interconnected ones. These features determine the complexity of the
problem.

How familiar the context is to the target population, whether the problem involves concrete tasks
or complex actions, how well the goal is defined, how transparent the constraints are, how many
elements the problem solver has to take into account and how strongly they are interconnected –
all these features will determine the level of problem-solving competency that is required to solve
a certain problem. The empirical difficulty, i.e. the probability of giving a correct solution, will
depend on the relation between these problem features on the one hand, and the subjects’
competency level on the other hand.
The cognitive processes that are activated in the course of problem solving are diverse and
complex, and they are likely to be organized in a non-linear manner. Among these processes, the
following components may be identified:
1. Searching for information, and structuring and integrating it into a
mental representation of the problem (“situational model”).
2. Reasoning, based on the situational model.
3. Planning actions and other solution steps.
4. Executing and evaluating solution steps.
5. Continuous processing of external information and feedback.
…
Analytical problem solving in everyday contexts, as measured by the ALL problem solving
instrument, focuses on the components 1 to 3 (and to some extent 4).

Table 1.2
Four levels of difficulty for the problem solving domain
Problem Solving
Level 1
(0-250)

Tasks in this level typically require the respondent to make simple inferences,
based on limited information stemming from a familiar context. Tasks in this
level are rather concrete with a limited scope of reasoning. They require the
respondent to make simple connections, without having to check
systematically any constraints. The respondent has to draw direct
consequences, based on the information given and on his/her previous
knowledge about a familiar context.

Level 2
(251-300)

Tasks in this level often require the respondent to evaluate certain alternatives
with regard to well defined, transparent, explicitly stated criteria. The reasoning
however may be done step by step, in
a linear process, without loops or backtracking. Successful problem solving
may require to combine information from different sources, as e.g. from the
question section and the information section of the test booklet.

Level 3
(301-350)

Some tasks in this level require the respondent to order several objects
according to given criteria. Other tasks require him/her to determine a
sequence of actions/events or to construct a solution by taking non-transparent
or multiple interdependent constraints into account. The reasoning process
goes back and forth in a non-linear manner, requiring a good deal of selfregulation. At this level respondents often have to cope with multi-dimensional
or ill-defined goals.

Level 4
(351-500)

Items in this level require the respondent to judge the completeness,
consistency and/or dependency among multiple criteria. In many cases, he/she
has to explain how the solution was reached and why it is correct. The
respondent has to reason from a meta-perspective, taking into account an
entire system of problem solving states and possible solutions. Often the
criteria and the goals have to be inferred from the given information before
actually starting the solution process.

(Adapted from: Learning a Living: First Results of the Adult Literacy and Life Skills Survey,
Ottawa and Paris, Statistics Canada and the Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development, 2005 p. 18)

TD1 Form Problem
Look at the Personal Tax Credits Return (TD1) Form on the
following page.
Allan is a full-time student at Bow Valley College. He just got a job
tending bar at a local hotel. His new employer wants him to fill out
a TD1 form. Allan is single and has no dependents. He will be a
full-time student for 8 months in 2001 and will pay $1,800.00 for
tuition fees. He has not received any bursaries or scholarships.

Question Highlight, circle or underline the words that explain why Allan’s

1

new employer needs the information on the Personal Tax Credits
Return (TD1) form.
mark the TD1 form

Question Enter Allan’s tuition and education amounts into the correct box on

2

the TD1 form.
write the amount on the form

.

Question Calculate Allan’s total claim amount and enter this amount on the

3

form.
write the amount on the form

120a
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Canada Customs
and Revenue Agency

Agence des douanes
et du revenu du Canada

2001 PERSONAL TAX CREDITS RETURN

TD1

Complete this TD1 form if you have a new employer or payer and you will receive salary, wages, commissions, pensions, Employment
Insurance benefits, or any other remuneration. Be sure to sign and date it on the back page and give it to your employer or payer who will use
it to determine the amount of your payroll tax deductions.
If you do not complete a TD1 form, your new employer or payer will deduct taxes after allowing the basic personal amount only.
You do not have to complete a new TD1 form every year unless there is a change in your personal tax credit amounts. Complete a new
TD1 form no later than seven days after the change.
You can get the forms and publications mentioned on this form from our Internet site at www.ccra-adrc.gc.ca or by calling 1-800-959-2221.
Last name
Address including postal code

Date of birth (YYYY/MM/DD)

First name and initial(s)

For non-residents only –
Country of permanent residence

Employee number
Social insurance number

1. Basic personal amount – Every resident of Canada can claim this amount. If you will have more than one employer or
payer in 2001, see the section called "Income from other employers or payers" on the back page. If you are a non-resident,
see the section called "Non-residents" on the back page.
2. Age amount – If you will be 65 or older on December 31, 2001, and your net income for the year will be $26,941 or less,
enter $3,619. If your net income will be between $26,941 and $51,068 and you want to calculate a partial claim, get the
Worksheet for the 2001 Personal Tax Credits Return (TD1-WS) and complete the appropriate section.
3. Pension income amount – If you will receive regular pension payments from a pension plan or fund (excluding Canada
or Quebec Pension Plans (CPP/QPP), Old Age Security and guaranteed income supplements), enter $1,000 or your
estimated annual pension income, whichever is less.
4a. Tuition and education amounts (full-time) – If you are a student enrolled full-time at a university, college, or
educational institution certified by Human Resources Development Canada, enter the total of the tuition fees you will pay, if
more than $100 per institution, plus $400 for each month that you will be enrolled full-time.
4b. Tuition and education amounts (part-time) – If you are a student enrolled part-time at a university, college, or
educational institution certified by Human Resources Development Canada, enter the total of the tuition fees you will pay, if
more than $100 per institution, plus $120 for each month that you will be enrolled part-time.
5. Disability amount – If you will claim the disability amount on your income tax return by using Form T2201, Disability Tax
Credit Certificate, enter $6,000.
6. Spousal amount – If you are supporting your spouse or common-law partner who lives with you, and his or her net
income for the year will be $629 or less, enter $6,294. If his or her net income for the year will be between $629 and $6,923
and you want to calculate a partial claim, get the Worksheet for the 2001 Personal Tax Credits Return (TD1-WS) and
complete the appropriate section.

$7,412

7. Equivalent-to-spouse amount – If you do not have a spouse or common-law partner and you support a dependent
relative who lives with you, and his or her net income for the year will be $629 or less, enter $6,294. If his or her net income
for the year will be between $629 and $6,923 and you want to calculate a partial claim, get the Worksheet for the 2001
Personal Tax Credits Return (TD1-WS) and complete the appropriate section.
8. Caregiver amount – If you are taking care of a dependant who lives with you, whose net income for the year will be
$11,953 or less, and who is either your or your spouse's or common-law partner's:
l parent or grandparent age 65 or older, or
l relative age 18 or older who is dependent on you because of an infirmity,
enter $3,500. If the dependant's net income for the year will be between $11,953 and $15,453 and you want to calculate a
partial claim, get the Worksheet for the 2001 Personal Tax Credits Return (TD1-WS) and complete the appropriate section.
9. Amount for infirm dependant age 18 or older – If you are supporting an infirm dependant age 18 or older who is your or
your spouse’s or common-law partner’s relative, who lives in Canada, and his or her net income for the year will be $4,966 or
less, enter $3,500. You cannot claim an amount for a dependant claimed on line 8. If the dependant's net income for the
year will be between $4,966 and $8,466 and you want to calculate a partial claim, get the Worksheet for the 2001 Personal
Tax Credits Return (TD1-WS) and complete the appropriate section.
10. Amounts transferred from your spouse or common-law partner – If your spouse or common-law partner will not use
all of his or her age amount, pension income amount, tuition and education amounts (maximum $5,000), or disability amount
on his or her income tax return, enter the unused part.
11. Amounts transferred from your dependant – If your dependant will not use all of his or her tuition and education
amounts (maximum $5,000) or disability amount on his or her income tax return, enter the unused part.

12. TOTAL CLAIM AMOUNT – Add lines 1 through line 11. Your employer or payer will use this amount to determine
the amount of your payroll tax deductions.

$

Form continues on the back
TD1 E (01)

(Ce formulaire existe en français.)
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Answers - TD1 Form Problem
Allan is a full-time student at Bow Valley College. He just got a job tending bar at a local
hotel. His new employer wants him to fill out a TD1 form. Allan is single and has no
dependants. He will be a full-time student for 8 months in 2001 and will pay $1,800.00
for tuition fees. He has not received any bursaries or scholarships.
1.

Highlight, circle or underline the words that explain why Allan’s new employer
needs the information on the Personal Tax Credits Return (TD1) form.
“Your employer or payer will use this amount to determine the amount of
your payroll deductions.” (2 instances of this phrase, both correct)

2.

Enter Allan’s tuition and education amounts into the correct box on the TD1 form.
Tuition
$1,800.00
Other expenses $400.00 x 8 months
$3,200.00
Total
$5,000.00

3.

Calculate Allan’s total claim amount and enter this amount on the form.
5,000 + 7,412 = 12,412

What makes questions easy or difficult?
Specificity of Operation - In question 3, the arithmetical operation of
addition is well specified (the tax people want to make it easy to pay taxes).
The phrase ‘add lines 1 through 11’ and the arrangement of the numbers in a
column offer the form-filler adequate cues that an addition is required. If the
arithmetic operation is poorly specified, the test item is more difficult.
Distracting Information - Without careful reading, the two categories of
‘Tuition and Education’ amounts in 4a and 4b can be confused. The form filler
has to use the additional search term ‘full-time’ to identify the correct line.
Type of Match - The match between ‘given’ information and ‘requested’
information in question 2 requires no inference, the match is ‘literal.’
However, the use of two search terms to locate the correct line (‘full-time’ and
‘education amount’) raises the difficulty level.
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Canada Customs
and Revenue Agency

Agence des douanes
et du revenu du Canada

2001 PERSONAL TAX CREDITS RETURN

TD1

Complete this TD1 form if you have a new employer or payer and you will receive salary, wages, commissions, pensions, Employment
Insurance benefits, or any other remuneration. Be sure to sign and date it on the back page and give it to your employer or payer who will use
it to determine the amount of your payroll tax deductions.
If you do not complete a TD1 form, your new employer or payer will deduct taxes after allowing the basic personal amount only.
You do not have to complete a new TD1 form every year unless there is a change in your personal tax credit amounts. Complete a new
TD1 form no later than seven days after the change.
You can get the forms and publications mentioned on this form from our Internet site at www.ccra-adrc.gc.ca or by calling 1-800-959-2221.
First name and initial(s)
Scan
Scanfor
for‘use
‘useofofform,’
form,’oror‘purpose
‘purposeofof
form’
Address including
postal code
form’

Date of birth (YYYY/MM/DD)

Last name

Q1
Q1

For non-residents only –
Country of permanent residence

Employee number
Social insurance number

Locate
Locateinstance
instanceofof‘employer’
‘employer’and
and‘use’
‘use’
(there
are
two
instance,
both
acceptable)
1. Basic personal
amount
–
Every
resident
of
Canada
can
claim
this amount. If you will have more than one employer or
(there are two instance, both acceptable)

payer in 2001, see the section called "Income from other employers or payers" on the back page. If you are a non-resident,
see the section called "Non-residents" on the back page.
2. Age amount – If you will be 65 or older on December 31, 2001, and your net income for the year will be $26,941 or less,
enter $3,619. If your net income will be between $26,941 and $51,068 and you want to calculate a partial claim, get the
Worksheet for the 2001 Personal Tax Credits Return (TD1-WS) and complete the appropriate section.
3. Pension income amount – If you will receive regular pension payments from a pension plan or fund (excluding Canada
or Quebec Pension Plans (CPP/QPP), Old Age Security and guaranteed income supplements), enter $1,000 or your
estimated annual pension income, whichever is less.
4a. Tuition and education amounts (full-time) – If you are a student enrolled full-time at a university, college, or
educational institution certified by Human Resources Development Canada, enter the total of the tuition fees you will pay, if
more than $100 per institution, plus $400 for each month that you will be enrolled full-time.
4b. Tuition and education amounts (part-time) – If you are a student enrolled part-time at a university, college, or
educational institution certified by Human Resources Development Canada, enter the total of the tuition fees you will pay, if
more than $100 per institution, plus $120 for each month that you will be enrolled part-time.
5. Disability amount – If you will claim the disability amount on your income tax return by using Form T2201, Disability Tax
Credit Certificate, enter $6,000.
Q3
Locate instructions to ‘add lines 1 through 11
6. Spousal amount – If you are supporting your spouse or common-law partner who lives with you, and his or her net
income for the year will be $629 or less, enter $6,294. If his or her net income for the year will be between $629 and $6,923
and you want to calculate a partial claim, get the Worksheet
for addition
the 2001 Personal Tax Credits Return (TD1-WS) and
Perform
complete the appropriate section.

$7,412

5,000.

7. Equivalent-to-spouse amount – If you do not have a spouse or common-law partner and you support a dependent
relative who lives with you, and his or her net income
for the year
will be $629 or less,
enter
$6,294. If from
his or her
net income
In order
to ‘disconnect’
this
question
the
for the year will be between $629 and $6,923 and you want to calculate a partial claim, get the Worksheet for the 2001
previous one, mark it correct if the two
Personal Tax Credits Return (TD1-WS) and complete the appropriate section.

in lines
1 and
4a are
correctly
8. Caregiver amount – If you are taking care of aamounts
dependant who
lives with
you, whose
netadded
income for
the year will- be
$11,953 or less, and who is either your or your spouse's
partner's:
even orifcommon-law
the tuition
and education amount has
l parent or grandparent age 65 or older, or
been
miscalculated
l relative age 18 or older who is dependent on you
because
of an infirmity, or is on the wrong line.
enter $3,500. If the dependant's net income for the year will be between $11,953 and $15,453 and you want to calculate a
partial claim, get the Worksheet for the 2001 Personal Tax Credits Return (TD1-WS) and complete the appropriate section.
9. Amount for infirm dependant age 18 or older – If you are supporting an infirm dependant age 18 or older who is your or
your spouse’s or common-law partner’s relative, who lives in Canada, and his or her net income for the year will be $4,966 or
less, enter $3,500. You cannot claim an amount for a dependant claimed on line 8. If the dependant's net income for the
year will be between $4,966 and $8,466 and you want to calculate a partial claim, get the Worksheet for the 2001 Personal
Tax Credits Return (TD1-WS) and complete the appropriate section.
10. Amounts transferred from your spouse or common-law partner – If your spouse or common-law partner will not use
all of his or her age amount, pension income amount, tuition and education amounts (maximum $5,000), or disability amount
on his or her income tax return, enter the unused part.
11. Amounts transferred from your dependant – If your dependant will not use all of his or her tuition and education
amounts (maximum $5,000) or disability amount on his or her income tax return, enter the unused part.

12. TOTAL CLAIM AMOUNT – Add lines 1 through line 11. Your employer or payer will use this amount to determine
the amount of your payroll tax deductions.

$

12,412

Form continues on the back
TD1 E (01)

(Ce formulaire existe en français.)
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Meeting Room Problem
Look at the Capacities & Layout information on
the following page.
Workers who plan meetings and conferences have to book meeting
rooms and choose seating arrangements.

Question What is the maximum number of people that can be seated in

1
Question

2

Question

3

Question

4

Boardroom style at the Residence Inn?

You want to place tables along a wall to hold books for display.
How many 8-foot-long tables will fit along the longest wall of the
Fraser Room?

Cost increases with room size so you want to book the smallest
room that will hold your people. Which room and what room layout
would be best for showing a video to a group of 15 people?

How many tables will be needed to seat 70 people in a room
arranged in Classroom style?

428a
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Answers - Meeting Room Problem
1.

What is the maximum number of people that can be seated in Boardroom style at
the Residence Inn?
44 people maximum in the Cypress Room

2.

You want to place tables along a wall to hold books for display. How many 8-footlong tables will fit along the longest wall of the Fraser Room?
3 tables (3 x 8 =24 feet along a 28 foot wall)

3.

Cost increases with room size so you want to book the smallest room that will hold your
people. Which room and what room layout would be best for showing a video to a group
of 15 people?

The Fraser room will seat 30 people theatre style and is the smallest room.
4.

How many tables will be needed to seat 70 people in a room arranged in
Classroom style?
At 5 people per table, it will take 14 tables to seat 70 people.

Why test the use of Imperial measuring units?
The short answer is because we need to or are asked to; we have no
ideological position on the issue of measuring systems. While Canada
officially switched to the System International many years ago, Canadians
are just as likely to use pounds and feet as kilograms and metres for
measurement tasks at work. Recent research conducted by HRDC shows
that there are few workplaces where Imperial measures are not used, or
where SI measures are used exclusively. Air freight is billed out to the
customer in kilograms, and then loaded onto aircraft in pounds; natural gas
is measured in cubic feet when it is in the ground and in gigajoules when it
reaches the consumer.
In versions of TOWES that are custom-designed for particular
workplaces or particular occupations, measurement units in test items are
matched to those found at work. TOWES is designed to test the literacy
skills actually used at work and each test is matched to the application using
a careful analysis of on-the-job requirements.
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Q1

Finding a ‘maximum’ requires an exhaustive
search of this table. The test-taker must scan all
rooms and all layouts to locate the largest number.

Q4

Scan for the phrase ‘classroom style’ in the
picture list of room layouts.
Extract the information ‘five seats to a table’
from the associated drawing.
Calculate the number of tables given 5 people per
table and 70 people in total.
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TOWES Questions:
♦ TD1 Form Problem / Answer
♦ Meeting Room Problem / Answer
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